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Aldermanic hopefuls 
.: • .•  . . , . . . ]  • 
Library tops list of prior] le S 
In our continuing sedan on candidates for the up- 
coming election, we bring you the views of two 
challenging candidates for three vacant seats on 
municipal council. 
Alan Soutar wants to see ln!.preved library 
facilities, lie's like to see Terrace oecome an ira- 
proved regional service town as well, 
Lily Mieisen is running because of her interest in 
politlcsand in Terrace. She too has special concern 
about he library! 
S te frustrated," he said, 
• OU r because the recreation 
commission is only an 
Alan Soutar has one advisory body and does 
major goal right now not have responsibility 
which is the reason is he for spending money. 
running for council. "You've got to give the 
Soutar, an architect power and authority to 
and chairman of the ~op le  .who have the 
library board, wants to interest in that field," 
see that Terrace gets the Soutar said. 
kind of library we need. "There's nothing worse 
"It's been a bit of a than the heavy hand of a 
struggle to get it to this committee reducing that 
point," Soutar said, but power," he added. 
he is confident the "Frustration in the 
$450,000 expansion plan community is a terrible 
which will double the sine thing," Soutar stated, 
of the library will meet "and those frustrations 
with voters' approval have to be eliminated." 
when it goes to Soutar scoffed at the 
referendum, '.. ~ , frequent statements hat 
The library rexeren- Terraceneeds secondary 
dam will be voted on at industry, in oi'der to 
the same time as create jobs and bolster 
municipal elections, the economy. 
• Thelibrary is about he "I think that's non- 
must used building in sense,"hesald,"beeause 
town, Soutar said, and is we're not an industrial 
, | 
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Lily Mielsen "the focal point/of the town." Instead Terrace 
Mi  L community in the long is a r~gional centre, a 
The moral of the story, ment o the Municipal Act winter months." fact that is often ignored. 
e sen  Shesaid, is whay you vote which would allow for More than half the Terrace has tobenefit 
Lily Mielsen has for is notalways what you appearl procedures ~or people in Terrace use the from the development of 
always been interested in get. zoning by-laws, library and in order to the entire region, Soutar 
politics and "after all Mielsen promised that "We're suffering to pay supply more books, the said, "and fhat's great 
these years of seeing how if she were on council she for .these big cor- library space is going to because we keep 
things have been done" would see that all con- perations," she charged, have to expand, he "pollution out and yet 
she finally decided this ditions were carried out While tax dollars are stated. • secondary industry jobs 
was the year to run for by the contractor when a going UP to provide for At a cost of $4.56 per will come in." Alan Soutar .. 
council, municipal projectgoesto big corporations, the household per year, the A former regional The appearance of but because of past which is getting the 
Mielsen, who listed tender, householder doesn't even expansion is "really a planner, Soutar thinks Terrace is also something decisions, the town has library extension built. 
herself on her nomination "It is the contractor has adequate services gift," Soutar said. that council needs to So_utar feels council lost its main street "My aspirations relate 
papers as a domestic that wants to make a from the to~vn, Mielsen Although the library is draw up a new zoning ~i~ould concern them- character to the to projects and to steps 
engineer (sort of an at profit by building," sa id . .  ' his main g0al, Soutm" has plan~to eliminate theneed selves with when making detrement of its general ahead," he said. "Fm 
home jack of all trades), Mielsen stated, and it is Dust control is one otber concerns relating to forlandusecontractsand .planning decisions, appearance, firmly convinced my 
has definite ideas about up to council to see that example of a municipal council.: _. make thezoning bylaws Soutar emphasized that being on council would 
how the town should be the taxpayers' money is service which is notdone Recreation people in.  simple, directundeasyte .. "We live in superb his main concern would help the library be buflt." 
run. properly spent and that' properly, she said. Terrace are . "tota!ly understand, environment,", he said, to be set goals, thefirstof 
"This town has been projects are completed Spot zoning is another 
within the designated practice which will have 
running backwards,"she Aldermanic candidates peak Lots out said, and promised that if time. to be stopped, Mielsen elected she would look Mielsen lashed out at stated, "or this town will 
after "all the little Cloverlawn developers as develop so that there are _ ~ ,  ~ ~,]a ,  
things." an example of this kind of no residential reasleft." _ .'. . . " . . . . . . . . . . .  I U / t~t~!  by  
One example she gave ."big business'~..thinking. I t !s  up to the peoPle .... ~'~;e~a~e~_m~_.un~+c~P~.l.,~n~.~s+C~n~.o~=l..~s~t_ ~te~..~ _e,l ~tJ_~_ .hel~..ugrm~,~hickwillalsabe.carriedltva . . . . . .  _ : '/ 
was the "drlgindl ibra~-f . . . .  'fff"~10veri~vii is in -  how Terrace is gOing to  '~t~atoe~'~e~ee~]mmepuDu  mme~.,,:.~...Lse ' o v~r. t;~'rK-l<adio and Channel 10 televixion, is once , , ,~  ~t~ 
be develo ed Mrelsen e essay, ovemoer m, at u w m, m me am ~e or anized b the Ja c referendum which was terested in the con- P ' ' tr ....... . _  _ _ I'.~. i~. . ._  . ag4 ~ g y y ees in a manner {./Ubt~ 
supposed to place the struction (of a shopping said. .'.a.muo.nm Terrace Jayeee-spansorea,,~ t;anmaates which will encourage direct consideration of issue.q 
library into the municipal mall) then why is it " I t ' s  everybody's ~l~n~ xoruln. . :  . . . . . . . . . . . .  cm'rently confronting the municipality and the loca~ % total of 35 Terrace 
,,~,,~'~" --,,-,,,~.~""~'~'" -,,~q"" ~,,,~+"~'; . . . .  o,,,,,,,s'^ " .,,.r'" +~+..,,.,.,,, . '^ resnonsibil it v v  ~," sh( mu'oouctory remar.s, . ny me canmaates will ~e school district. , Mci. peleleetors turned 
,-o~ . . . .  ,I . . . .  ~ , ,~o~ ~+~.t h .um. .  *~o;,- added "This could be a followed by an o portumty for all voters, as well as , , u esterda for advance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  v . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~, . . . . . . . . . .  P Y Y 
but suddeniv Terrace had stores~" she asked nice lean town if those not eurron~y I eligible toyota, to ask questions of It Is hoped that everyone interested in the for- voting at  Terrace 
a municipa~ hall and no She also fears that the everybody would pitch those persons tanding for office in the November 19 thcoming election will participate inthis public forum, municipal hail. . - - .  
library, taxpayers will be stuck in." "me aovance pou was: 
"Some how or another with footing the bill for "We have to sit down taken for persons who arei 
they got it all mixed up," utility connections fo, and decide which BCR debt keeps piling up u.ab,e o o., theiri Mielsen said, "they businesses a  a result of a direction we want the ballots on election day.: 
fouled it all up." recently passed amend- community to go." The rest of us will go toi 
the polls on Saturday, i
Nov. 19 to elect thr~i Tax exempt ion  report  ~+oo~,  (cP)_  Poasion funds and B.C. ,"Without provincial aldermen and two sch~l: 
c a u s e s  .The British Columbia civil service pension government guarantees, trustees. Regionall 
Raflway's day' of oPlfans, and large portions we would not be able to district directors will i: 
i n  counc i l  reckoning will come o the money are being borrow funds on tbe open aiso be up for election'oh 
when it is forced to pay mad to pay hack old market," he said. "We that day. " 
back. the .millions of loans, the commission could try but the Watohthe daily He/'ald 
dollars that it has bor- was told. railroad's prospectus for times and places of 
rowed from national and 
DONNA VALLIERES with a variety of ac- discuss issues," not to report stated, along with provinoial pension funds, Borrowing needs will would not be particularly voting. 
Herald staff writer cusations and defemes, campaign, Mumford "such areas as the tho McKenzie com. total almost a hal~.billion inviting .'' P l i  b 
Atax exemption Dylaw . Jolliffe's report dealt stated. He was referring Terrace Advisory mission into the rallway's dollars during the next Clarke told the corn- O ce eat  
discussed at last night's with properties which he to the names of two in- Recreation Corn- affairs was told Monday. five years, the company mission that a $55 million 
council meeting turned felt should be considered cumbnat aldermen, mission." said. federal grant, earmarked A Terrace resident 
to retire Dense. Lake discovered an 11 ton into a dispute over for tax exemption, in- Helmut Gieshrecht and Jolliffo suggested that The railway also told 
procedures when Aid. Vic cluding the Terrace Jack Talstra, who are the ourling association be the commission that MOST FOR DEBT extension debts, has been truck parked on the front 
Jolliffe tried to get a Curling Club, Terrace seeking re-election, given tax exemption, operating losses for the 
report onto the table. Little Theatre, Terrace Mumford himself is up Rationalizing this, he first six months of this B.C. Rail will need to used instead to finance lawn of the house at 
Joliiffe, chairman of Calvin Christian School for re-election this weal/, stated that a parallel year were $26 million, borrow $458million--$354 day-to-day operations, about l:30a.m, lastalght 
and reported thi + . to the recreation com- Society and the Women's ' Giesbreoth and Talstra could be drawn between about $5 million less than million of which will be PENSION FUNDS Terrace RClVlP. 
mittee, had prepared the Hospital Auxiliary. were quick to point out the Fdteumkalum Ski Hill expected, required to service old Even so, the railway Investigation doter- 
report without assistance The municipal tax they were not involved in and the curling club as loans, the company said. needed to borrow an mined that the vhicle had 
from the rest of his exemption bylaw mnst be the preparation of the far as recreational uses B.C; Rail predicted, The, railway now owes additional $62 million to been stolen from a local 
committee and without passed by Nov. 30. report but had been told and participating however, thatit will lose more .than $600 million, finance operations for the const ruct ion  s i te:  
being requested to by Aid. Doug Mumford about it prior to the population. $61 mflilon this year, Roger Clarke, railway first six months this year, although it had not beeni 
either council or the moved to table the nine meeting, about $8 n~Ulton more chief inance officer, said more than half of which reported. . ! 
mayor, page report until eom- J011iffe insisted he had A separate agreement than in 1976. that New York or came from Canada Driver of the truck was: 
European financiers Pension funds, Clarke not located andpolice are. "I find it very mittee of the whole met, tried to meet with his was recommended by The company is wouldsnub B.C. Rail if it said. The balance came continuing their in.: 
strange," Mayor Dave which would exclude committee, although Jolliffe for the Calvin borrowing heavily each tried to borrow from from B.C. civil service vestigation. (~ii MaroneysaidofJoiliffe's press and' public, but Maroney remained un- Christian school so the 
statement hat he had Jolliffe replied that convinced, vaoant land adjacent o year from Canada them. pensiofi funds. The keys in truck had:  
attempted to meet with Mumford was attempting "You chose the com- the school wouldbe made been left in the ignition: 
the recreation committee to "stiffle discussion." mittee," Joliiffe said to tax exempt. R dy d pit The company said i t  and police are reminding~ 
prior to Monday night but There are "more the mayor, "I have to ca  es  e has been borrowing from drivers that not only::isi: 
was unable to. motives behind this peiee work with whoever you An agreement would pension funds since 1971. this an invitation i~: 
About 20 spectators, of paper than I can see," give me on the com- alsobe drawn up between thieves, but is also ani: 
most of them involved Mumford said. The mittee." ~ council and Terrace d j  + 
with groups seeking 1978 report by-passed the Jolliffes' concluding Little Theatre for land a ournment  examinationUnder crosS-by com- offense.At about he same time!++:: 
tax exemption, watched recreation committee, remark was made after and buildings, Jolllffe mission counsel Martin last night, a Prince 
as aldermen made and containedcampagin most of council had recommend  because 'VICTORIA (CP) -- until ratified by a Taylor, Clarke agreed Rupert man was arrest~d 
motions and counter- material, he added, questioned some aspect "similar, to the curling Adjournment of public majority of the electors in that there will be a day of and  charged with 
motions interspersed "This council is here to of the re~rt, club, it i$ another form of hearings will not deter the area, and that the reckoning when the mischief after an ineident 
r ' " "Table the damn thing recreational outlet for a Saanichmunicipal . port be located well away money borrowed from in which a front window M d , you don't like it," he certain segment of the council from presenung from built-up centrea nd pension funds must be of Queensway TradM$ 
ur  e said, "That's all you have population." its brief to the Thompson wens of environmental paid back. was smashed. : : 
to do." West Coast oil ports significance. Damage is ap- 
The jury recessed Judge Glen Parrot who The report, along with The hospital women's inquiry, environment The commission was proximately $300. : 
yesterday after final said that blood on five other related mat- auxiliary would also be committee chairman Joe The couneil also calls told that halting work on Several businesses 
submissions were made Pepin's shoes must have ters, was referred to made tax exempt. The Bourque said Monday. for a limit on the size of the troubles Dease Lake were found unlocked, by 
inthe murder trial of two come from kicking :the committee of the whole, women's auxiliary The brief, which was to vessels permitted in extension, plus closure of RCMP making foot 
Terrace men held in victim and not from After that decision was operates a thrift shop have been presented at Canadian waters, es. the Railwest car manu- patrols. 
Prince Rupert cou county walking through blood on reached, council ost half revenue of which goes the Victoria hearings this peciaily those carrying facturing plant in Businessmen are asked 
court last week. the floor, as Pepin had the audience, mwarupurchasing week, willinstead be sent cargo which could be Squsmish, have helped to check that doors are 
Garth Clayton Young, stated. According to Joliiffe's equipment for Mills to chairman Dr. Andrew detrimental to the en- cut .  projected capzta] locked before' olosing up 
29, and Patrick John report, the intent was Memorial Hospital. Thompson. vironment, r~utrements o 1981 by for the night. • 
Pepin, 17, were charged Arnold's body was originally to only cover Itroeommends that the ~he $1.4 million inquiry $210 million to $171 Police are passing on 
wit~ murder following found at the end 'of a ~e curling club's request The tax exemption federa l ,  governmen ended last week after million, the message that High-: 
the strangulation death of logging road near Kalum for exemption, but was bylaw received two assume fullresponsibllity completing about one- way 37 to Stewart. is 
Paul Andrew Arnold, 26, LakeDrive north of expanded to include the readings despite the furor for oil clean.ups in areas thirdof its mandate. Clarke said that as a reported to be "in pro_ try:. 
also of Terrace. Terrace last March, other three groups, the issue oreated. All where ports are estab- Thompson said he will result, the railway'~ ba d shape" as a result of, 
According to reports, There is no indication Some of the recom- discussion musttakeplac ilshed, hear informally 'from estimated loss position rain and mud, Tbehl~h~t 
Pepin's testimony d~d not as to when a verdict will mendations arose from • prior to third reading The brief also sugges~ public interest groups has been cut by $226 rail- way is currently un-~ ~ 
hold up in the view of be reached, the parties involved, the and final adoption, that no site be considered until Dec. 31. ilon to $358 million, construction. 
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Prices rise again 
By VIC PARSONS 
O'ITAWA (CP) -- 
Large increases in food 
and home ownership 
charges pushed the cost 
of living up by one per 
: cent in October, Statistics 
: Canada reported today. 
: The increase was the 
: highest for any month 
since March andresulted 
in a 12-month inflation 
rate of 8.8 per cent as 
• measured by the federal 
agency's consumer p.riee 
:: index. The index m a 
rl i widely-used indicator of 
inflation. 
i! i Higher prices for fresh 
v.e~etablns and beef were 
~: chiefly responsible for a 
1.4-per-cent jump in the 
food component of the 
index. Food accounts for 
i 27..per .cent of the total. 
The mcrease m home 
i ownership charges was 
largely due to an average 
ii 1O.4:per-cent rise in 
• residential property 
taxes. Statistics Canada 
.~ usually counts tax in- 
:.: creases in October to 
: make the index com- 
ii parable across the 
i!' country. 
October marked the 
. completion of the secind 
"i year of wage-and-price 
controls. When the 
": government imposed the 
::" restraints in October, 
' 1975, the 12-month in- 
flation rate was 10.6 per 
cent. 
The government's 
target was to hold in- 
flation to six per cent in 
the second year of the 
program. So the 8.S-per- 
cent rate of the last 12 
months is 2.8 per cent 
above its goal. 
The index stood at 165.0 
in October, up from 163.4 
in September and 151.7 in 
October, 1976. 
GOODS COST MORE 
That means astandard 
package of goods and 
services that could be 
urChased in October for 
65.00 would have cost 
$163.40 in the previous 
month and only $151.70 in 
October, 1976. 
Th 
board, in a statement 
released after the index 
was published, predicted 
more price increases for 
food and automobiles in 
November. 
Beef and imported 
fresh fruits will show 
increases: and prices of 
1978 model cars will have 
an impact on the index, 
the board said. 
The board said in- 
creases for non-food 
items had shown a "slow 
but steady decline" since 
the controls were in- 
treduced. 
Food prices have been 
the major contributor to 
inflation in the last year. 
Since December, when 
the U.S. was hit by severe 
winter storms and cold, 
food prices have jumped 
by 14.6 per cent. 
Bread, soft drinks 
consumed at home and 
restaurant meals were 
RCMP still 
under fire 
OTPAWA (CP) -- 
Prime Minister Trudeau 
came under sharp per- 
sonal fire in the Com- 
mons on Monday for 
agreeing with members 
of the public who feel 
illegal actions of an 
RCMP "dirty tricks" 
squad were justified. 
The RCMP has lately 
been accused of illegal 
break-ins to garner in- 
formation on various 
organizations and of 
burning a Quebec barn in 
1972 to prevent a meeting 
between Quebec ter- 
rorists and U.S. Black 
Panthers. 
New Democrat Leader 
Ed Broadbent main- 
tained that approving 
statements by Trudeau, 
Justice Minister Ron 
Basford and Solicitor- 
General Francis Fox 
have been irresponsible 
and have undermined the 
nciple of the rule of 
in Canada. 
"Each in his own 
OBTAINED FILES 
--Fox said preliminary 
investigations indicate 
that the RCMP obtained 
personal medical fries, 
possibly through gov- 
ernment health officials, 
"as a result of threats 
made against prominent 
Canadians from time to 
time." Health Minister 
Monique Begin told Paul 
Yewchuk (PC-- 
Athabasca), a doctor, 
that she ~ check to see 
whether provincial health 
ministers provide policw 
tih such information. 
Douglas asked whether 
the information was used 
for blackmail. 
• --Defence Minister 
Barney Danson said the 
military keeps files nn "a 
number of people and 
organizations across the 
country" to ensure it is 
prepared if troops are 
called to aid police in any 
province. There had been 
no covert military spying 
since the early 1970s. 
also contributors to the 
upward movement of 
food prices in October. 
There was a downward 
trend for prices of eggs, 
turkey and fresh fruit. 
The higher home 
ownership charges were 
largely responsible for an 
eight-tenths-of-onepor- 
cent increase in non-food 
items. Prices for 
C 
outerwear, also had an 
impact. 
Statistics Canada said 
other factors were higher 
dental care fees and, in 
several provinces, in. 
creased university tuition 
fees. There were 
reductions in prices for 
• some train fares and for 
areas. gasoline in ma~n 
There has an 
increasing trend toward 
higher inflatimn in the 
last year. In November, 
1976, the 12-month in- 
flation rate hit a post-1973 
low of 5.6 per cent but the 
rate has gradually in- 
creased to its present 
level. 
Food prices, only 
partially controlled by 
the anti-inflation board, 
were the main cause for 
the decline in the late 
part of 1976. 
-The  government an- 
nounced last Oct. 20 that 
it will begin phasing out 
wage-and-price controls 
April 14. For the final 
part of the program, pay 
mcreases are to be held to 
about six per cent. 
Kitimat 
oil route 
revived 
Lions club 
host governor 
Lions Clubs in the area television service in the 
Jack Cressey, project 
manager for Kitimat 
Pipe Line Ltd., said in a 
telephone interview from 
Houston, Tex., that he 
hopes to meet later this 
week with NEB staff to 
discuss the ~00-milliun 
proposal for a port and 
pipeline to Edmonton. 
He said the consortium 
decided at a meeting 
Monday in Houston to 
defer reactivation. He 
were hosts to a very 
[special guest at their 
[meetings last week - this 
[years district governor, 
IDick Pierce. 
A second generation 
Lion, and well grounded 
on the ideals and prin- 
cipals of what is the 
world's largest service 
)r~anization, Mr. Pierce 
mzd visits to five clubs 
namely Terrace 
Downtown, Lakelse 
Lake, Kitimat, Terrace 
Centennial and Nasa 
Valley) during a hectic 
[our day tour. 
The five clubs, with a 
present combined " 
membership of 96, were 
:hallenged to increase 
their numbers at the ame 
time receiving com- 
mendation for thier 
~eparate achievements in 
lheir individual com- 
munities. "Lions clubs 
must continue to grow" 
Mr. Pierce said, "A club 
only kept healthy and 
;trong through the in- 
~roduction and fostering 
of new ideas and by the 
introduction of new 
members". "Although a 
club may be very small, 
its achievements can be 
enormous", Mr. Pierce 
suggested. "For in- 
stance, the 18 Lions of the 
Port Edward club raised 
more than $12,500 in five 
bingo "mghtslastyear and recent visitation will 
donated $30,000 towards certainly be remembered 
~e installation of.a...cable by all Lions in this area. 
Coal dev't 
in N.E. BC 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- VICTORIA (CP) -- The. 
A spokesman for a 
consortium with plans to British Petroleum Co 
build an oil port a t  Ltd. has confirmed ~:s 
decision to proceed with 
Kitimat, B.C., 649 the first phase of develop- 
kilometres northwest of 
here, said Monday the ment of ~ts metallurgical 
group must know the fed- coal holdings in northeast 
eral government's British Columbia, 
ground rules before Economic Development 
reactivating its apple- Minister Don Phillips 
cation with the National said Monday. 
Energy Board. Phillips said the 
company plans to go 
ahead this spring with 
plans to process ,about 
500,-000 metric "tons of 
area". Mr. Pierce said 
he was proud of the 
achievements of British 
Columbia Lions (present 
membership 4,500) over 
the past few years. 
"Just five years ago, 
the B.C. Lions Society for 
Crippled Children was 
operating 30 vehicles on a 
budget of $320,000. 
Today, the annual 
commitment has reached 
$2.6 million, and the bus 
fleet has risen to 105 
vehicles !" 
"Similarly, our con- 
t r ibut ions towards 
C.N.I.B., C.A.R.E. and 
L.I.F. have increased 
dramatically in line with 
our growing respon- 
sibilities to the un- 
derprivileged and un- 
fortunate". 
The role of district 
governor is an important 
one which involves a 
great deal of travelling as 
Mr. Pierces area of 55 
clubs covers Burnaby, 
Vancouver, North Shore, 
Sunshine Coast, Bella 
Coola, Ocean Falls, 
Queen Charlotte Islands, 
Stewart and the area 
from Prince Rupert to 
Fraser Lake. 
Mr. Pierce returned to 
Vancouver Friday 
morning with 25 visits yet 
to be completed uring 
his term of office. His 
coal a year, a scheme 
which will include con- 
struetion of a washing 
plant. 
The minister said the 
company will increase its 
production gradually 
until its output rises to 
three million metric tons 
in about wo years. 
proceed with its .~lans 
does not mean that large- 
scale development of the 
northeast coal deposits is 
about to take place. 
He said negotiations 
were going on with other 
interested parties and 
that an announcement 
would be forthcoming in 
the near future. 
Meanwhile, toe cabinet 
has authorized the ex- 
penditure of $6.9 million 
as its,share of the cost of 
a joint federal-provincial 
study of the coaldeposits. 
Japanese business 
leaders recently stated 
they could not be ex- 
pected to provide any 
firm markets for extra 
coal until about 1980. 
said its members are 
unsure of the im- 
plications of Dr. Andrew 
Thompson's suspension 
of his West Coast oil ports 
Original company 
projections had been for 
750,000 metric tons a year 
in phase one--with start- 
up scheduled for 1979-- 
and for up to two million Meanwhile Grace 
Hartman, president of 
the Canadian Union of 
Public Employees, said 
she wants a meeting with 
Trudeau to get answers to 
news reports that she and 
her union have been 
under police and military 
scrutiny. 
--Fox told Elmer 
MacKay (PC--Central 
Nova) he has been unable 
so far to come across any 
indications that the 
revenue department 
gives confidential per- 
WORK WITHIN LAW sonal income tax in- 
Basford said that he, formation to the RCMP 
Trudeau and Fox have security service beyond 
said repeatedly "that the the terms of a 1972 
mandate provided to the agreement, secret until 
security service and the recently, allowing such 
RCMP is that they information to be given to 
operate within the law." police in cases involving 
Basford then reiterated undefined organized 
irresponsible and 
rhetorical way have 
managed to convey to 
Canadians the idea that 
breaking the law is quite 
all right as long as you 
believe your purposes are 
worthy," Broadbent said. 
Trudeau replied that he 
did not condone illegal 
acts, but he did not deny 
remarking to two 
reporters in Halifax last 
week that the public 
supports the RCMP in 
such acts. 
Oil Inquiry a con game 
VlCTORIA (CP) -  A build an oil port at two weeks. 
British Columbia Wildlife Kitimat. Anderson rejected 
Federation spokesman He said that Jack remarks Sunday by 
said Monday that he $1.4 Cressey, project federal Justice Minister 
million West Coast oil manager for Kitimat Ran Basford, that the 
ports inquiry was' just a Pipe Line, told him last company should not be 
glorious con game. week that Thompson was allowed to manipulate 
David Anderson, a aware of the con- investigation processes. 
"Basford is yelping former member of sortium's plans. 
Parliament and former In a telephone in- that Kitimat Pipe Line 
leader 6f the Liberal terview Monday, has been hiding," An. 
c~rty in British Thompson said he knew derson said. "It hasn't 
lumbia, said the the company would come been hiding at all. There 
Canadian taxpayer was up with a decision soon, are dozens of things you 
the victim, but that he had had no can criticize the oil 
He predicted the private conversations companies for, but this 
Thompson commission with Cressey in the past isn't one of them." 
would be the last of the 
public environmental in-
quiries such as the AUTOVEST 
Berger and Lysik corn- Before you buy, investlgatemeadventegesofthlsrmt" 
missions because of the to-own plan. All monies paid apply to purchase. Why 
way it was handled, tie up your cash or borrowing power. 1st end last 
Anderson represented months rent and drive away. 
the federation at the EXAMPLES 
hearings of the inquiry, Based on 36 month lease 
headed by law professor 
Dr. Andrew Thompson of 7s F 250 pickup 7S Econoline Van 7S C 100 Chev pu 
the University of B.C. S148.00per month S136.00per month S129.00per month 
The  inqu i ry  was  fo rmed lease end price lease end price lease end price 
in March to study the s~A7s.oo s~,97s.oo Sl,m.oo 
impact of an oil port at .e.r simply return or simply return or simply return 
Kitimat, on B.C.'s north 7a Camaro HT 78 Zephyr Sedan 7S Dodge Van 
coast, andlaterexpanded S139.00 per month S124.00 per month $129.00 per month 
to include oil ports in lease end price lease end price lease end price 
general. $~,02s.00 Sl,S2s.oo s1,s75.00 
or simply return Last week, Thompson or simply return or sim~)lY return 
adjourned the hearings 7s Fiesta 3 dr. 78 F150 4 x 4 78 Olds Cutlass 
indefinitely because of s~.ooper month SlSS.00 per month S139.00 per month 
what he said was the lease end price lease end price lease end price 
uncertainty surrounding moo.co s~,~7s.oo s~,0~s.oo 
Oil por t  proposals .  @r simply return or  simply return or simply return 
SAID KNEW EARLIER Anderson said FOR FURTHER INFORMATION • 
Thompson and his staff CALL LARRY HAYES- RICHARDS 
knew 11 days ago that COLLECT987-7111 
Kitimat Pipe Line Ltd. BELMONTLEASINGLTD. 
likely would revive its 1160MARIHEDRIVE 
application before the NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.00479A 
National Energy Board to 
~.~.~.~:~.:.~.~-..~.~:~.~:~.~.~.~.~.:.:~:~:.~:~.::::::~.~:::::~:~:~:~:~:~:~:.:.~:~:~:~::::::~::5:~;:~:~:~.~::~::::5:;:::~:~`~ 
NOTICE OF POLL 
REGIONAL DISTRICT OF KITIMAT-STIKINE 
Pt~lc notice Is hereby given to the elsctors of the Regl~"~l District of Kltln'~t.Stlkl~ that a poll has become ' 
n6~Maty et Itle electl~1 n~v loerEllng a~l ~ I hllve gr~nted ~1~ I~il; and ~ ,  that the penon$ duly 
nominated as carldldates at tha Mld electlon, for wt'~:m ~lly ~t es w111 be recelved are: 
SURNAME OTHER NAMES AREA TERM OF RESIDENTIAl. DIRECTOR OFF ICE  ADDRESS ocCUPATION 
Ot~-Wlng Alice ~lta C 2 ~r~ 4729 ,~cC..mn$1 ~ and 
Terrace, B.C Hon1~mk~ 
Klng C.m'INn C 2 years 4~0 Halllwell 
Terrace, B.C. 
M~.oJl Allall ~ C 2 y~rs Lak~se Lake N~sry PUUIc 
Suo~ poll wlll be ol~md at: 
Usk; KltlmMt Vlllage; K~;  
Hartley Bay; Klemtu; Rmsv~od; 
"ll~wnhlll Elementary School; 
Clarence/V4dlle4 Sdlool 
Laketse Lake 
on the 19th day of November, 1977, belwmn the hours of 8:00 o.m. and 8:00 p.~, of v/nlch w~ ~ Is ~Wy 
required to take notice and govern hlrrmlf accordingly. 
Given under my hand this ~h day of ~ ,  1W?, 
LVW Wood 
Returnlng Officer 
~.......~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~...:~:.:.:.:~:~:~:~:.:~:~:~:~ 
inquiry. 
Thompson, a tons a year for phase two. 
University of British Phillips has said the 
Columbia law professor, project will employ about 
suspended his inquiry in- 500 persons during 
defmitely last week, construction, with about 
saying the United states 350 to 400 persons being 
decision to ban super- employed during the 
tankers on Puget Sound eperation of phase one. 
and Kitimat group's The minister said the 
failure to reactivate its washing plant could be 
NEB application left his located at Chetwynd or at 
the mine itself, and that 
hearing with no proposal the company islooking at 
on which to focus. markets in Japan and Kitimat Pipe Line has England. 
asked the NEB to hold its 
proposal in abeyance in CONDUCTED TESTS 
favor of a port project for British Petroleum 
Cherry Point, Wash., a spent $4 million this 
plan since killed by U.S. summer conducting tests 
legislation, at the coal deposits. 
Cresaey spoke at the Phillips said the  
conclusion of a day-long company's decision to 
meeting of all six ' 
members of the con-  j m m m ~  ~ ~mmlmmm~mmmm mmmml~ 
sortium--Ashland Oil i ).t( 
aweekendstatementthat crime. Canada,S, Oo. en , ; A  Managem t Seminar l 
the law may have to be WASN'T ISOLATED Oil, Interprovincial Pipe • en 
broadened to enable the Opposition members Line Co., Murphy Oil 
police to operate legally, continued to focus on Corp., Farmers Union 
Multiculturalism Fox's statement to the Central Exchange Inc., in co-qperatlon with the Terrace & District Chamber of Commerce • 
Minister Norman Cafik's House on June 17 that an and Koch Industries, Inc. • 
contention that "there is illegal police raid on a He said the consortium ~ at The Terrace Hotel 
also a rule of reason as left-wing news agency in is talking with three other 
on . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9 00 AM to 4,30 PM well as a rule of law" Montreal in 1972 was an major refiners "with a' November 23rd " 
drew fusillades from isolated and. exceptional view to having them join REGISTRATION: 8.30 AM . . . . . .  I 
former NDP leader T.C. act. Sincethen, umorous our project." I Would you like to attend? 
I Douglas and Ray incidents involving Cressey also denied a I If your are interested, please complete the registration coupon, 
Hnatyshyn (PC-- criminal wrong-doing by charge by federal Justice and mail it along with your cheque for $15 per person, For further II 
Saskatoon-Biggar.) police have cometolight, Minister Ron Basford information, please contact: 
Douglas said the idea Erik Nielsen (PC'-- that the consortium is II 
" d run that the rule of reason Yukon) said Consumer attempting an en ................. WARR|NBURG_EES$ . . . . . .  at tel.:__b__3_$:4~.5.1 . . ... i should over-ride the rule Affairs Minister Warren around our Canadian • • • of law is a new one in Allmand should resign regulatory processes" by I 
Canada. for massive failure as considering reactivating • Management Seminar, Federal Business Development Bank, 
"This is exactly what solicitorgeneral from late its application within a i 4548 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Richard Nixon said, and, 197Zto 1976 in not telling week of the inquiry's i'will atten-~he-b~s~-nes-s-ma-nna~me~sem-/nar 
long before him, Adolph the House that the RCMP suspension. • 
Hitler." were intercepting and "If you're applying to [ at: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  on ................................ ; Hnaty~hyn said Caflk's opening first-class mail the NEB, how can you i comment was similar to during that period, stage an end ran?" Name(s) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  '~ .  ones by Trudeau and Fox, following news Cresseyasked. Address . . . . . . . . . . .  ,__±_~_ ...... 'm.  
Basford and indicated reports, told the Corn- Meetings in Ottawa will • 
"an implicit tolerance mona last week that the help determine what i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Postal Code Tel' 
tewardlaw-breaking"by RCMP, through Oper- economic and an- 
police in Canada. ation Cathedral, had vironmental conditions Registration Fee of $1S Includesiuncheon. 
The observations opened first-class mail, the NEB will place on the • 
followed a question which is against the law, consortium's application, • am mBI ~ mm ~ ~ mm ~ ~ ~ ~ mm ~ ~ IBm am 
period in which: since 1954 at least, said Cressey. 
/IENT BANK 
Education hearings 
more of the same 
KELOWNA, B.C. (CP) 
• -- A committee xaming 
teacher education and 
training in British 
Columbia heard requests 
Monday similar to those 
voiced at earlier hearings 
elsewhere in the 
t 
! 
1 
come after the 
prospective teacher has 
obtained a university, 
degree but before cer- 
tification is given. 
Other briefs Monday, 
! 
. - . ,  . . •  . . . .  
-o  . :  
I 
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princess Anne. gad baby boy this morning 
LONDON (,e~p) _ 
Princess Anne gave birth 
to a sevenpound',fiine - 
ounce boy today, a day 
alt~r her fourth wedding 
an~vereary. The baby's 
grandmother, the Queen, 
made the first an- 
NOT MUCH CHANCE . Her "older brother, 
• The baby is the queen's ~Prlncit .,Charles;, ~:.was 
first gra~idchild and is  Visiting"fri~nds in :.the 
fifth in the .line of suc- npr.tKdf .F_~..gl.a~d, and her 
cession to the throne, 
after the Queen's three.! 
sons and his mother, But ~ • • • 
since any sons born to his ~ r '" 
three uncles will take 
precedence ahead of his .. . 
mother, his chances of ; . . . .  
two younger brothers, 
Prince : Andrew and 
Prince Edward, "~were 
away at school. 
"LF.JIIIll TO-SKI" 
The f i rst  paper money of  the United States gov- 
e rnment  was i ssued on March  10, 1862. 
presented by teachers, nouneement of his birth, j ' through ~ r 
school board members ' Arriving 10 .minutes ! 
province.. Dr. Malcolm moreand parents, called for late for an investiture a t e f e c t i v e  scr ening I m=wmL. .  JOHNSOM ~ ~ Bl~ckingimm Palace, the occupying the throne are M l f iK I :V  SK I  SCHOOL 
McGregor, chairman of of prospective teachers Queen told the crowd r e m o t e . . . , . . - .  .. I 
the special committee of and more guidance for awaiting her: " . The baby is 'also the 5 CONSECUTIVE WEEKSOF L'ESSONS 
the joint board of teacher sponsor teachers in "I apologize for being first grandchild of a { , • 
education, said the most working with student ,late but I h~ive just had a British sovereign to be for 
frequent requests have teachers, memage fi'om , the born without a title, The . .  $2500 $6500 
beeia for more practical Most briefs recognized hospital. My.'daughter palace made clear that . -- • 
training for teachers, less the need for more has l int given birth to a .  his' commoner father - "' 
theory and implemention training in control of son,". ". ~ " " :. ; would not be given the . with,your own with our 
of an intern program, student behaviour and in" ' Both  the .27-year-old Courtesy title thai inthe:  " .. " equipment - equipment ~so~N ~ 
Those messages were the teaching of langudge l~eees"~/nd the .baby past has been traditional " .. " " 
repeated Monday. arts. • ~V~e'*reported "fine:" 'on the birth of such royal )#'  ~ .~n TO SK|  THE QU|~K ~ E~S,  ~-"q~ 
The Central Okanagan T]ie, . 'Queen's, babies, and Anne's title of • 
A brief submitted SchoolDistrict asked that gynecologist, Dr.Gearge princess confers nb titles i ' G LJI. MLqrM) • = 
jointly by several B.C. training programs for Pi~er,'had been'call~l on.her children. ' " " -'- a ~, (~:~ 
Interior elementary school . tO flie.pala©e~ at 4:,a,m. " .".' " ~ : 
teachers include courses when' kune went into 
teachers '  The palace .gave' no i (GRADUATED LENGHTS METHOD) * 
assocations recom- reas0nfor the break with ' -.. * '." ., .; ' • | 
mended that all teacher- in teaching French as an labor..,ARer Sc ,quick ti~adition, but i t  was • ' . ' : • : ~t 
preparation programs option by next Sep-e~ma,minat!0it;"Anneshus-anotherstepbytheQueen....,.., IIEVBI SKIED BEGIMEI ISTI I I ' /TOTS (8 & under) ' ~ 
include a three-month tember, and that such [ band'. .Capt;";.ZilM[ark away from the mhpand ! . . . . . . . . .  ..~,~:;:-.-. i . . . . .  ' '  . . . .  
P~dli~l)s,:dro~,e her tb'St: Cire'_um~tanc't oFthepast, i ' : ADVANOED PRIVATE OR GROUP LESSONS ON REQUEST teaching practicum at the courses be compulsory at 
end of the course, but also least by 1981. Mgt¥~.k H .ospi~l ih West . The Queen was ~.eonly: • ~:-. ~ ' .... ' ... . i 
asked that more in- The committee will LondGn:":. ':I,'~ " member-of Anne's ".m)- ' .. ~ . .  .... ' 
~Tl~e,haby was bern at mediate family in Lend(~n . i t  Less0ns b~in Dec. 3, .1977. Lessons on DROP IN AND REGISTER AT formation be obtained on hold public hearings in 10 ) 
the benefits of internship communit ies  before 10.~a.in.'.Phillilm,who " f r .the birth. ' . . . . .  | .  Satu'lMaY and Sunday morningat lO:30a.m. • 
programs, making its report to the ..~d~p.z~slent d~l~ ~.,He.r "father, P.n.'u.ce ~ od~ifs~ikalunt Mtn, i~All,*lessons to-be MICKEY JOHNSON RECREATIONS LTD. I 
AFTER DEGREE minister of educationand' me?deli~e-.~.~:~telb* floral 't'ninli, . was viemng '~'~" " ."~,:~"~.:~-~l:a~ "~ : . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ .... ' . . . .  "" ~ "~ eked ~ L E " • " - - - "  ...... ~.!~eP."°~, ~ . . . . . .  "est Ger  "'~ p" ,Im i ,nd  equipment must'be pi up 4270 L E L AVE. . • 
It s/~ggested that in- the joint board of teacher me tlueeni..wn@,mlzeut~ remuves m 'W , • ~;e~:9:30~i._..  • . ~ ~.,~,,.,.., ,,.. m 
ternship, if implemented, educat ion ,  harda~l~:~add'ithen many and the news was: 
~t  ~:~-~in~¢st i~re,  teleph, oned to him them... ) -= " . - ' :  : -  • " . . . .  
:. • " : ,  ":. '. ;~  ~.,;~ : :-" , ,  " ,: " : " ' i , / " -  '~ ' "~:  '" ' "~ .',.- "~ : '  
in Indian files 
EDMONTON (CP) -- HAS DECENCY 
Harold Cardinal, regional Cardinal, 32, who was 
director-general of In- previously president of 
dian affairs for Alberta, the Indian Association of 
said Monday that files Alberta, vowed when he 
concern ing  pro jec  began his current pesi- 
worth millions of dollars tion to "wipe out the 
of government money poverty problem on the 
that went "belly up" are reserves within three to 
missing, four years." 
Cardinal said RCMP He has since come 
have been asked to under severe criticism. 
determinewhether Cardinal told reporters 
unauthor i zed  p e o Monday there are 
" l i f ted" the files, bureaucrats in Ottawa 
discovered missing from who are persuading Al- 
his office about a week berta Indians to go 
ago. against him. 
He said the projects John Snow, chief of the 
were beingireviewed by Stoney Indians at Morley, 
his department and he has called Cardinal the 
did not know how many worst director-general of 
files were missing. He de- Indian affairs in ,the .... : 
clined to reveal the province during the last ........ 
nature of the projects and 100 years. 
d id  not give further In September, chiefs of 
details. --- 42 reserves asked him to 
Eric Denhoff, Car  resign aspresident ofthe 
dinal's public relations Indian Oil Sands Corp.~. 
officer, said later in an citing conflict of interest 
interview that the files as their reason. The 
relate to economic corporation is owned~by 
development projects. He the Indian association in 
said Cardinal asked his agreement with Ottawa;. 
staff for the files about Last week, the Indian 
Nov. I as part of a review association demanded 
of ecoo.omic development Cardinal's resignation as 
projects in Alberta that director-general, ' 
have failed. The resignation was 
Cardinal's an- demanded in a telegram 
nouncement came during to Indian Affairs Minister 
a luncheon address to a Hugh Faulkner and was 
meeting of insurance signed by Joe Dion, as- 
agents and in a brief sociation president, on 
session with reporters behalf of the association's 
following the speech, executive and board of 
He told the agents directors. ,.;.,~,~,~;~:,~,:-r',', 
about the need for .... 
responsible l adership in WANTS cON- 
Indian communities. SULTATION 
Cardinal, who took the The telegram said 
director-general's Indians have not been 
position in April, said the properly consulted about 
mess surrounding the the current 
administration of Indian reorganizationn of the 
communities must be federal department in 
cleaned up. Alberta. 
While there were many Cardinal's assessment 
administration models to ' of his position: 
choose from "the basic "Others have not had 
decision must be made by the guts or decency to tell 
the Indian community." (Indian) leaders they 
have to be responsible for 
C a s u i s t  positions they occupy." 
The director-general *"  " " " 
said he toils people 
that "money must not be 
used as a slush fund for 
Up  political or personal 
purposes." 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- Cardinal's department 
Cassiar Asbestos Corp. is discovering there has 
been "more than a cozy reported Monday that its 
earnings for the nine relationship between 
months ended Sept. 30 (Indian) leaders and the 
were $16,500,662, or $3 a federal government." 
share, compared with He asked why the 
millions of dollars spent 
in Indian c0mmunities 
$7,267,601, or $1.32 a 
share, in the correspond- 
ing period last year. had not resulted in more 
Revenue was jobs. He said it was not 
$85,002,454, up from because the majority of 
$56,304,860. Indians were lazy or did .u  d),.Tt'urSA"" v .m kT^"cmt'cr 17d" Net profit in the third not want the opportunity. 
quarter was $3,794,273, or 
69 cents a share, corn- The forthcomingArcfic 
pared with $897,314, or 16 gas pipeline and recently 
cents a share, in 1976. proposed oil plant at Cold_ Seven-thirty o'clock in the evening 
Chairman Nicholas Lake all represented 
innumerable opportun- Arena Banquet Room, Terrace Gritzuk, said price in- 
creases and high demand ities for Albertans .... 
were responsible for "espec ia l l y  Ind ia  
improved performance, people," . . For further information, we  invite,you to contact:-- 
"At the end of 1976, "That resourue wlficn Terrace Chamber  of Commerce,  Dowhtowi~ Centennial and Lakelse Lions Clubs, Terrace and 
there was a 15-per-cent we control should give 
average price increase, Indiansthe opportunity to District Jaycees, Kinsmen'Club'of Terrace, Rotary Club of Terrace, Royal Canadian Leglon 
and another iS-per-cent solve thelr own Branch #13, British Columbia Yellowhead 16 Travel Association. 
increase on July I," he problems," Cardinal 
said. said. • 
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University of Alberta 
researchers are involved 
in efforts to recover and 
upgrade bitumen--the 
heavy oil in Alberta's oil 
sands. 
The various forms of 
research have one 
common objective-- 
recovering more of the 
valuable energy resource 
at lower monetary and 
environmental costs. 
The research ranges 
from chemical studies of 
the nature of bitumen to 
how deposits can be 
exp.ected to react to 
vanous recovery 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Amid 
~varnings that the 
demand for butter, 
~cheese and other dairy 
products is slipping, the 
Canadian milk supply 
management committee 
"meets this week for 
further study of problems 
"facing the industry. 
'Agriculture Minister 
Eugene Whelan has been 
urging dairy farmers to 
burtail p, roduction 
because milk products 
are not being consumed 
at the rate expected. 
Surpluses have to be 
marketed at a loss on 
world markets. 
David Kirk, executive- 
secretary of the Dairy 
Farmers of Canada, said 
individual farmers may 
exceed their market 
sharing quota but the 
total domestic production 
will likely fall within the 
national quota. 
The meeting, in 
Toronto on Thursday and 
Friday, will be studying 
the drop in demand as 
well as a feeling that 
statistics on consumption 
may not be accurate 
enough. 
The committee is 
composed of provincial 
government and dairy 
producer representatives 
and chairman is a 
Canadian Dairy Com- 
mission official. It serves 
as a forum for consensus 
among the provinces on 
the functioning of the 
federally-prepared plan 
for industrial milk 
products. Fluid milk is 
administered by the 
provinces. 
At the start of the dairy 
year in April, domestic 
demand for milk 
products was estimated 
at 100 million hun- 
dredweight but in- 
dications are that only 
97.8 million or 98 million 
hundredweights, will be 
consumed. 
REDUCTION 
REQUESTED 
S&TASKED THE 
PROVINCES IN July to 
reduce the amount of 
quota they distribute to 
producers by two per cent 
and requested another 
More research on Tar Sands 
EDMONTON (CP) droplets of oil-waier provincial government d mineral engineering at 
mixes in an attempt o agency with more than the university, has an 
achieve a better un- $100 million available to agreement with the 
derstanding of how un- 
derground steam- 
injection systems 
operate. 
In another engineering 
laboratory, hydrogen gas 
is being subjected to 
extreme pressures and 
temperatures in ex- 
periments which a 
scientist hopes will help 
set design guidelines for 
all processes involving 
hydrogen gases, in- 
cluding bitumen 
upgrading. 
The university has a 
long tradition of oil-sands 
research. Its efforts were 
recognized earlier this 
year when the Alberta Oil 
Sands Technology and 
Research Authority 
t~rovided several hundred 
ousand dollars for re- 
search. 
STIMULATE 
RESEARCH 
The authority, a 
techniques. 
In one civil engineering 
laboratory, frozen pieces 
of oil sand are tested Dairy farmers under great pressures to 
help determine how oil 
sands might stand up to 
underground mining or debate Onne.,.  In a petroleum 
engineering laboratory, 
By ALEX-BINKLEY Gilles Cbequette, the researchers are studying 
dairy commission 
chairman, told producers 
last month that a $7-a- 
hundredweight levy 
imposed on over-quota 
production would not be 
refunded at the end of the 
dairy year unless the 
production was covered 
by the individual's quota. 
A commission 
spokesman said that 
over-quota levy was 
repaid last year because 
national production did 
not exceed demand, 
roducers apparently 
ink they won't be 
penalized because other 
producers will fall short 
of their quota or stick 
close to it. The over- 
producers end u P 
penalizing those who fol, 
low the rules. 
Surplus production of 
industrial milk leaves the 
dairy commission with 
butter and skim' milk 
powder to offer on world 
markets. The domestic 
wholesale price for butter 
is $1.16 apound for butter 
and 12 cents to 20 cents a 
pound for skim milk 
powder. 
LOSS EXPECTED 
The dairy commission 
expects a$140 million loss 
on the sale of these 
~ roducts on world mar-. ets this dairy year. 
The government wrote 
off an existing $152 
million loss at the start of 
the current dairy year. 
Kirk said the corn- WASHINGTON (AP) -- tapes from one cannot be 
mittee will also be Two Japanese lectronic used on the other. Thus, 
studying an increasing giants-- Sony and the winner of the contest 
discrepancy between Matsuchita--have may earn millions, not 
figures on dairy product squared off in what may only in sales of the 
disappearance-- the become the biggest battle original machines, but in 
industry term for con- in the industry since the years of continuing sales 
sumption--between development of color of tape cartridges--both 
Statmtics Canada and television. • thos~ prerecorded with 
those of the dairy corn-. At the centre of the movies or other events 
mission, dispute are different and those left blank for 
versmns of the home home recording. 
"The Statistics Canada videotape recorder--the 
figures indicate a drop in devices that allow 
consumption which television viewers to AudioVideo In- 
people in the industry watch one program while ternational magazine 
don't hink is occurring," recording another for fu- said sales of the units 
Kirk said. The industry ture viewing, under varying North 
might have to adopt a The company's devices American brand names 
fully audited system to are incompatible--they are expected to total 
get proper figures, he function in a slightly 250,000 this year and S00,- 
said. "We must have a different fashion and 000 in 1970. An average 
more dependable way of 
collecting data." 
The dairy commission 
two-percent reduction in spokesman said the 
September. With the meeting will also be 
asked to set out a exception of Ontario, that to  A f r i c a  was generally done timetable for presenting 
without reducing the Whelan with provincial 
market sharing quotas of policy proposals for the 
farmers, dairy policy for 1978-79. WASHINGTON (AP) -  sands of Soviet advisers 
The state department 
st imulate oil-sands 
research, has directed 
much of its funding to 
major industrial 
research projects but has 
also committed about $2 
million to Alberta's three 
universities over the next 
five years. 
The research has un- 
covered a number of 
interesting and 
sometimes surprising 
things, C. W. Bowman, 
authority chairman, said 
in an interview. 
Bowman said research 
shows that bitumen in 
Alberta's various oil- 
sands deposits is differ- 
ent, indicating that 
process techniques used 
on the Athabasca oil 
sands might be less ef- 
fective on bitumens 
recovered in the Cold 
Lake, Peace River or 
Wabasca reas. 
Don Flock, a professor 
authority for a $74,740 
study into the behavior of 
steam in oil-sands 
deposits. 
Dr. Flock said steam 
warms the oil to start it 
flowing but that alone will 
not bring oil to the sur- 
face in sufficient volume. 
He hopes to investigate 
the use of steam ~,m 
combination with 
solvents, gases and other 
chemicals to produce oil. 
F. S. Chute and F. E. 
Vermeulen, professors of 
electrical engineering, 
have a $41,047 oneyear 
grant to study the use of 
electrical heating for the 
inplace recovery of oil 
from deep oil-sand 
deposits. Their work in- 
volves assessing various 
e lec t r i ca l  heat in~ 
schemes which appear to 
have advantages over 
more conventional 
st eam-inj_ection methods. 
Battle of the TVs begins 
growth rate of 50 per cent 
is predicted in 1979 and 
1980. 
HIGH-PRICED ITEM 
The recorders are a 
highpriced item, with 
listed prices ranging 
from $1,000 to $1,300 plus 
accessories. The tapes 
aren't cheap either at $15 
to $20 each. 
Sony's Betamax is 
perhaps the best known of 
the brands because of its 
extensive advertising 
campaign. It also is being 
sold under various other 
names by Zenith, Sears, 
Sanyo and Toshiba. 
Cuba sends more troops 
supplying arms to that 
East African country. 
Matsushita sells its 
machines in the U.S. 
under three companies it
eontrols--Panasonic, 
JVC (Japan Victor 
Company) and, in a 
slightly different version, 
Quasar. Its videotape 
version also is marketed 
by RCA,  Magnavox, 
Sylvania and Curtis 
Mathes. 
In addition to the Sony, 
Matsushita and Quasar 
machines, Sanyo is 
reportedly working on 
one of its own. 
With various firms 
struggling to develop 
public awareness and 
acceptance of videotape 
recorders in general, and 
their brands in par- 
ticular, recording time 
has become the battle- 
ground. 
TIME INCREASES 
Betamax opened the 
market last year with 
one-hour tapes, and 
Matsushita responded 
German jets 
avoid terrorists 
FRANKFURT (AP) - -  Spokesman Peter Graf 
Lufthansa jet))hers are said the LuRhansa 
flying special evasion passenger p.lanes and 
patterns as a security cargo jets will use "ran- 
precaution against ter- dora approach mad. 
rorist threats to blow up departure ,,flight 
the planes in the flight, procedures for an in- 
West German authorities definite period at airports 
said today, throughout West Ger- 
many. In the United States, 
protective measures are 
being taken at several The letters threatened 
a!rports. to  explode three Luf- 
Special precautions are thansa airliners in flight 
also being taken in air- avenge starting the Tuesday prison deaths to 
of three Red Army port terminals at New 
York, Chicago, Los An- Factor members in a 
geles and San Francisco, Stuttgart jail Oct. 18. The 
spokesmen for the air- ports said. deaths were ruled 
suicides by West German 
The German Federal officials but leftist eX- 
• Flight Security Institute tremists claim the three 
said Lufthansa pilots were murdered. 
have been using random 
route deviations and The letters, signed by 
unpredictable changes in the "Red Army Faction 
landing and takeoff Commando B.E.R.," 
procedures since Friday warned potential LuR- 
to decrease the danger of hanna passengers that 
attacks by terrorists "death rides with them" 
claiming to have Soviet- and told officials: "There 
made gro un d -t is no way of preventing 
missiles, this." 
Ottawa Offbeat 
by Richard Jackson 
Ottawa,-Witb thousands ofCanadians being laid off- 
-in mining, textiles, footwear, auto parts, tourist and 
God-knows-what-other-fields-it must be comforting, 
especially for the jobless, to know that the good )lie Is 
going on uninterupted in Fat City. 
To wit, as quoted irectly from the social columns of 
one of Ottawa's four daily newspapers: 
"Marilyn and Richard Wedge tossed alie.ely din-~. 
party for more than 50of their closest cnums mm 
week. 
"The Terrific Two are off to the south of France for 
a month. Where they will live after that is still sup- 
po~ed to be a closely-kept secret, but it is known that 
Richard is in line for a big job with Air Canada. He 
has been on loan from the airline to the Department 
Transport for the last couple of years." 
(There's plenty of executive lbow room in Tran- 
sport, with the Minster, Otto Lang, having eight 
executive and special assistants, 19 (count 'elm) 
deputies and 21 directors general and directors.) 
To continue the quotes: 
"John Baldwin, former president of Air Canada was 
in fine form, elegant in a black velvet suit. 
"Air Canada's PR boncho (a very chi-ehi buzg-word 
in Fat City) Hugh Riopelle, who is his own best 
publicity man, was there. He entertained tetout with 
stories he had heard on his recent trip to the Emerald 
Isle. 
"David Kirkwood, senior deputy minister at 
Transport (he with the 18 assistant deputies), said: 
| , , ' Some people think I m a snob, but actually I m shy. 
"Claudette Mulder was there sans husband Nick 
(assistant deputy minister for strategic planning) who 
was off to China with Minister Otto Lang. He called 
her that day from China. It's fun to travel but family 
man Nick gets lonesom. 
"Mitzi Bidner, an old friend of the hostess, helped 
prepare copiousquantities of delicious paualla with 
masses of seafood. 
"The lobster had been flown in especially (for the 
din-din) from pei." 
Aw well, things are tough all over, but not in Fat 
City where the trough continues overflowing with 
cream for those savoring the filmer We. 
It's still the accepted signal of being a member of 
the "in crowd" here if you can greet your quests in 
what's unofficially known as "Cocktail French" 
As part of the still ongoing, if slowly fading mad 
enormously costly bilingualism program, the 
government spent unaccounted thousands ofdollars to 
send the wives of government biggies to language 
school. 
Not to any of the government's own many schools, 
scattered on bothe the Quebec and Ontario sides of the 
river in this officially bilingual capital. 
None of that cheap stuff for them. 
Instead off they were chauffeured fo irivate com- 
mercial anguage courses. 
They still may be taking those private French 
tutorials, since Tom Cossitt, the search-and-destroy 
Conservative MP from the Eastern Ontario con- 
stituenet of Leeds, hasn't been asking about it lately. 
Cossitt, who comes through with a sharp cut~g 
edge on parliamentary television, long has been 
skilled at probing for the soft and wantefull spots on 
the government's fat underbelly, and then plunging in 
the knife of a damaging question. 
Liberals who liked to write off Tom Cossitt as 
something of a freakout have been horrified to see him 
come through as a cool, if deadly, rational head- 
hunter of the panjandrums ofgovernment pairouaie, 
wanton waste, and all those other bureaucratic sins 
that drive an honest Auditor General knures. 
.-~ ~ from the co tmtry. He said 
~/~hl l  said Monday that Cuba the move'should put 
has increased its troop Somalia in "a far better He said the ad- with a two-hour version. 
I commitment toEthiopia, position to pursue a truly ministrati5n continues to PTA needed 
thus undermining efforts non-aligned foreign believe that "African Sony now also offers 
to resolve the territorial policy." problems should be two hours of recording There is a great and Learn how to evaluate 
conflict between Ethiopia solved by Africans time and Matsushita is pressing need in Terrace and change report cards, 
fv f~ and Somalia. Carter attributed many themselves." coming out with a four- for a more active P.T.A. homewerkandhowtoget 
/ ~ ~ of the problems in the hour version. Some parents are the mast out of parent. 
Department Horn of Africa to Soviet The Somali govern- troubled about, what the teacher coherence. 
spokesman Hodding provision of large ment has estimated the Sony is turning to an s.cnools are doing to our Learn how to be sum 
Carter estimated the Cu- quantities of military Cuban presence in automatic tape changer cnildren. The children that the students rights 
ban troop presence in supplies to both Somalia Ethiopia at between to allow use of two two- ~re inside the. school .are being respected in 
I ~ Ethi°piaat550'upfr°m andEthi°pia' 10'000 and 15'000' but hourtapesf°raf°ur'h°ur u"ulngs' g°mg t° terms °f cumulative 
100 to 150 a few weeks Carter said the U.S. is total. There also are classes everyday, where report card and o~or 
ago. About 400 of the Cu- unable to confirm those reports that Sony will add they are being stifled, permanent records mad 
bans are military per- TIES ENDED figures, a three-hour tape, adjusted, manipulated suspensions. . 
sonnel,' he said. Somalia decided to end meaning a total of six and corrected-not nur- Learn how to fire 
hours of recording with tured, enjoyed, loved or outwhen and where 
• its ties with the Soviet However, he said, "the the changer, genuinely educated, public hearings on 
Carter said the United Union because of presence of Cuban forces schools are held and how 
States has expressed Moscow's support for in Africa generally is a However, there also is P.T.A.s can and should to fight back at them. 
concern to Cuban Ethiopia in the four- 
., ~ ~ authorities about Cuba's month war in the Ogaden threat to peace." a copyright problem, make school, visits and Learn how to organize 
continuing military in- region of Ethiopia, which The material shown on nnu out wnats going on against the system-how 
volvement in Ethiopia Somalia claims. The The state department television is generally the in the school, to combat the basic 
and elsewhere in Africa. region is inhabited by spokesman reaffirmed property of the networks Evaluate the tactics used by our schesl 
! He estimated the current many ethnic Somalis. U.S. support for or commercial curriculum and what the systems to divide, defeat 
respecting the territorial production companies, schools think the children and wear out parents. 
Cuban troop presence in integrity of Ethiopia, He and it may take a court should learn, and which Learn how to rsoognim 
,~,uo,.,~,,,..5,~ .... ,/~5 Angola at 20,000. Carter said the Somali also said the ad- battle to decide whether children should learn. ~ese techniques and how 
...... decision will have no ministration backs the the recorders amount o . Leani how to get good m develop counter° 
Carter applauded ira,act on the policy of peace efforts of the copyright infringement, teachers andsupervisors, strategies for dealing 
'Tou're not supposed to just pour the stew into Somalia's weekend President Carter's ad- Organization of African or stealing, of this and how to get rid of bad with them. 
the lunch paiL" decision to expel thou- ministration of not Unity. property, teachers and supervisors. CONCERNED 
I ; *  L 
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KITSUMKALUM 
SKI HILL 
Tarrif Structure 1917-78 
ALL LIFTS 
.. Child 12 and Under $4.00 
. .  Adult $7.00 
. .  Half Day (Weekdays Only) S$.00 
ROPE TOW Day.. Night 
.. Child 12 and Under $2.00..$1.00 
. .  Adult $4.00. $3.00 
SEASON RATES 
.. Adult (Single) $120.00 
.. Student (13 to 18) $90.00 
• . Child (12 and Under) SSO.O0 
Family Season Rates 
First Two People per Family $210.00 
Each Additional Student 
• .or Child Only $40.00 
Maximum Family $325.00 
NOTE: A $2.00 additional charge for each 
pass issued if a colored passport photo is not 
supplied. 
Season Passes are now available at the 
Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine, No.9- 
4644 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
• .Office hours: 8:30 a .m. .  4:30 p.m. 
The Reds tried hard, but in Saturday night's hockey score to earn themselves a 10-2 victory. 
game the Smithers Totems stole the puck and the 
Junior hockey Sports .neWSin brief 
a losing venture 
NEW WESTMINSTER, 
B.C. (CP) -- Ernie 
McLean, coach and part 
owner of New West- 
minster Bruias of the 
Western Canada Hockey 
League, says most junior 
teams continue to operate 
because of pride, not 
money. 
"I 'd venture to guess 
that there isn't a team in 
the WCHL that isn't 
losing money right now," 
McLean said in an inter- 
view Sunday. 
McLean was com- 
menting on an agreement 
reached last week bet- 
wean the National 
Hockey League and the 
Canadian Major Juntor 
Hockey League. The 
ClVIJHL comprises the 
WCHL, the Ontario Major 
Junior Hockey League 
and the Quebec Major 
Junior Hockey League. 
He said he hopes to 
convince a majority cf 
WCHL owners that the 
major junior negotiating 
committee struck a bad 
deal with the NHL. 
The WCHL owners 
were meeting Monday in 
Calgary. 
"What bothers me most 
is that the junior 
negotiating committee 
didn't have one actual 
junior owner on it," said 
McLean. "The people 
who have their life 
savings involved are the 
ones who can understand 
we haven't been offered a
fair deal." 
WORTH 120,000 
The old agreement 
between the major 
juniors and the NHL, 
which expired in 1975, 
saw the junior operators 
get $20,000 for each of the 
first 50 players taken in 
the NHL's annual ama- 
teur draft. The new deal 
~orY S junior teams $7,500 firstround selections, 
with the remainder of the 
$20,0.00 spread over five 
years. 
'Td rather sue 
Colorado and Minnesota 
over the use of Barry 
Beck and Brad Maxwell 
than accept what they're 
offering," McLean said. 
"And if we find our 
contracts are no good, 
then we'll just have to tell 
the pros we're closing the 
Lafleur ,number 
one, agam 
MONTREAL (CP) -  
Guy Lafleur of Montreal 
Canadians was in a more 
familiar position Monday. 
when the National 
Hecke~ League released 
statistms on the circuit's 
scoring leaders and top 
goaltenders. 
Lafleur, who led the 
NHL scoring parade the 
last two seasons but had 
not been at the top yet 
this year, finds himself 
alone leading the pack 
with 26 points compared 
with 25 for Bryan Trottier 
of New York Islanders. 
The Montreal right 
winger picked up seven 
points last week on five 
goals and two assists and 
also leads the league in 
the goals department 
with 15. Three came 
against Toronto Maple 
Leafs Saturday as La- 
fleur became the first 
player this season to have 
two threegoal games. . 
Trottier's total is made 
up of 11 goals and 14 
assists. 
Jacques Lemaire of 
Montreal, third in the 
scoring race with 22 
points, leads the assists 
column with 18. 
Paul Gardner of 
Colorado Rockies, the 
scoring l.eader two weeks 
ago, picked up only two 
assists last week and is 
fourth with 21 points on 12 
goals and nine assists. 
Veteran Phil Esposito of 
New York Rangers is tied 
with Gardner in fourth 
place. 
ROOKIE SCORING 
Rookie Mike Bossy of 
the Islanders has been 
one of the surprises of the 
young NHL season. Bossy 
and Reg Leach of 
Philadelphia Flyers both 
have 20 points in a tie for 
sixth place. Bossy has 11 
goals and nine assists 
while the once-productive 
Leach has seven goals 
and 13 assists. 
In the Vezina Trophy 
race for the best goals- 
w~r-gameaverage, 
ayne Stephenson and 
Bernie Larent of 
Philadelphia now have 
the lead with a combined 
average of 2.07. 
The Montreal duo of 
Michel (BU~an ~) 
Larocque Ken 
Dryden are next at 2.13. 
In the shutout depart- 
ment, Rogie Vaclmn of 
Los Angeles Kings, 
Stephenson, Dryden and 
Glenn Resch of the 
Islanders have each 
registered two. 
doors." 
Beck and Maxwell 
were members of 
McLean's Memorial Cup 
champions last season 
and were selected in the 
first round of the NHL 
draft, Beck by Colorado 
Rockies and Maxwell by 
Minnesota North Stars. 
Both had signed junior 
contracts with the 
Bru ins ,  agr  e 
which stipulted the 
$20,000 payment o the 
junior team when signed 
"oy a vrofe~sional c ub. 
McI.~an said CMJHL 
teams were paying up to 
$1,500 for players brought 
up from Tier Two teams. 
"I can't understand 
why they .(the pros) are 
willing to pay the 
European federations 
like Sweden $40,000 for a 
player transfer, then tell 
us somebody like Beck of 
Jere Gillis (former 
Sherbrooke, Qua., junior 
now with Vancouver 
Canucks of the NHL) is 
worth only $7,000," added 
McLean. 
The major juniors do 
not have an agreement 
with the World Hockey 
Association. 
TOKYO (AP) -- The 
Canadian men's 
volleyball team defeated 
Nippon Electric, a strong 
Japanese club, 14-16, 7-15, 
15-8, 20-18 and 15-11 today 
in a threehour exhibition 
match. 
The game was designed 
as a warm-up for the 
Canadian team, who 
begin play against China 
on  Thursday in vol- 
leyball's third World Cup. 
The e xhibiti.on victgry 
came leSS tllali a ( lay 
after the in pe b secq 
t3a. m c omp~V~Ze~ a. )-~our 
flight from t;anaaa. 
Other countries 
competing for the World 
Cup title are the de- 
fending-champion Soviet 
Union, Poland, Bulgaria, 
the United States, Cuba, 
Egypt, South Korea and 
Mexico. 
ODDITY 
PORTLAND, Ore. 
(AP) --  Cora Durbin lies 
about her age. 
She celebrated her 
birthday during the 
weekend, and she's really 
10 years older than she 
tells everyone she is. 
"It  sounds a little 
better being 91," the 101- 
year-old Mrs. Durhin said 
slyly from her chair at 
Mount St. Joseph's 
Residence. 
HELP WANTED 
THE CANADIAN 
ARMED FORCES 
has openings for young Canadians who are 
interested in: 
- LEARNING A TRADE 
- EXOELLEIIT PAY 
OPPORTUNITIES 
- WORLD TRAVEL 
A ~,'rrAev c,~eee cou.seu.oR 
WILL BE AVAILABLE TO ANSWER 
YOUR QUESTIONS IN TERRACE AT 
THE CANADA MANPOWER CENTRE 
FROM 9:00 a,m. • 3:00 p,m. ON WED. 
NESDAY NOVEMSER 23rd. 
Now 
a 
' ,Vg 
The GLC's by Mazda• With 1300 cc, four cylinder power. With lots of room, 
big, big doors and a small, small price• With a choice of three models: the ............ 
3-Door GLC Deluxe shown here, the new GLC More-Door or the exciting 
5-speed GLC Sport. 
Now you have a choice•..an entire line of great little cars from Mazda! 
No matter which GLC you choose, 
you'll get all this: 
• Standard side guard mouldings ereclining front 
bucket seats • power assist front disc brakes 
• flow-through ventilation system. 
i 
a! 
J 
• "Now, even the man who is looking ahead 
can see what's behind: 
The GLC Deluxe, GLC More-Door and GLC Sport 
come with rear window iper and washer. An electric 
rear window defogger is standard on all models, 
along with tinted glass all around. 
A back seat with a split-personality. 
It's standard on the 3-Door GLC Deluxe, the GLC 
More-Door and the GLC Sport. You can fold half of it 
forward or all of it forward. Just the thing for three 
big people and one big dog. (You also get an inside 
release for the hatchback, soyou don't have to get 
out ofthe car to get into the car.) 
*Rati.g applies t,, the 1300 cc cngim' with 4.spa'd tmnsmissh.I and is 
based all Transport Canada approrcd test .u'thods. /ktual mikagc sctll 
vao' &pending ,tit driving a.ldithms, driving habits, ear ~ conditiolt 
arid optional equipment. 
!/ 
Great little cars by Mazda. 
SKEENA AUTO METAL (MAZDA) 
Terrace, B.C. 4842 W. Hwy. 16 635-6572 
Dealer Lic. 00391A 
. . . . . . .  , | . ,  • ,,  • , • 
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"'" The Herald reserves the 
::: right to classify ads under 
appropriate heedlngs and to 
' :  set rates therefore and to 
"g' determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
: :  right to revise, edit, classify 
-~: or relect any-advertisement 
• ,~ end to retain any answers 
-, directed to the Herald Box 
:;; Reply Service, andto repay 
::: the customer the sum paid 
• . for the advertisement and 
box re~tah 
"Box replies on "Hold" 
' Inltructlons not picked up 
" within 1Odays ofexplryof an 
"" advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
Instructions are received. 
Those • answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
' : :  documents., to avoid loss. 
~:" Al l  claims ~of errors in 
advertisements .mu.st be  
received by the publisher 
• .':-': within 30 days.after the first 
:-. publication. 
:,. It le agreed by the ad .  
vertlser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
.... Herald In the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
,.- or In the event of an error 
~ appearing in the ad. 
"" vertlsement as published 
~ shall be limited to the 
.~'i amount paid by the ad. 
".' vertlser for only one in- 
: oorrect Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
'" space occupied by the In- 
"" oorrect or omitted item only, 
• " and that there shall be no 
::! liability to any event greater 
.~ than the amount paid for 
"such advertising. 
:. Advertisements must 
.: comply with the British 
• - Columbia Human Rights Ad 
:.;. which prohibits any ad- 
• : vertlslng that discriminates 
against any parson because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
:: ooldr, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
.. his age Is between 44 and 65 
_. years, unlessthe condition Is 
'" lustifled by  a bona fide 
~'.: r4gulrement~ for the work 
Involved. 
°•o '  
: "  ~ 
"" Publ ished at Ter race  
" B.C. 5 days a week 
: Monday to Friday, at-. 
• : ternoons 
PUBL ISHER 
W.R. (B i l l )  Loisel le 9a ~ , MARINE 
SUBSCRIPT ION 
RATES 
E f fec t ive  October  i ,  
1977 
S ing le  Copy  2()c 
By  Car r ie r  ru th  3 .00  
By  Car r ie r  year  36 .00  
• ; By  Ma i l  3 ru th  12.00 
- '  By  Ma i l  6 ru th  22 .00  
" By  Ma i l  year  40 .00  
-'. Senior Cit izen year  
, o ,  
.: 20 .00 
: :  Brltlsh Commonwealth and 
Unlted States of Amerlca I 
year $1.00. 
: .  
-': Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
24. SITUATIONS", 
WANTED 
; ~ V0G 2M9 
: Telephone: 
:: 112.604.635-6357 
.., HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
::. Thornhlll & District 
.. Phone 635.6357 
:" Golden Rule: Odd lobs for 
"the Jobless. Phone 635.453S. 
:3238 Kalum. (cff)  
.:Terrace Chess Club Is 
:10oklng for new players. 
~Everybody,  Inc lud ing 
:10eglnners, are welcome to 
:attend• 
: Gamesand Instruction are 
~every Wednesday at 7:00 
.'p.m. at the Terrace Swim. 
"ruing Pool Board Room. For 
:Information Phone Joe at 
"Ik15.$419 (ctf) 
:Loyal Order of Moose Lodge 
~No. 1020, Terrace, B.C, 
.:Meeting held every 2nd and 
~4th Thursday every month at 
;I p.m. Phone 635.6641. (ctf) 
: INCHES AWAY CLUB 
!Meet avery Tuesday night at 
In the Skeena Health Umt. 
:For more Information phone 
~2M7 or 635.3023. 
Kermode Four Wheelers 
Meetings 1st Wednesday of 
each month at 8 p.m. In the • 
meeting room at the Sand. 
man Inn. For further in. 
formation phone 635-3442. 
Meeting - Terrace B.P.O.E. 
(Elks Lodge). First and 
Third Thursday of month. 
O.O.R.P. (Ladles of the, 
Royal Purple) - Second and 
Fourth Monday of Month. 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
The Terrace Church of God 
wlll host a weekend Revival 
the 16th thru" 20th of 
November at 7:30 p.m. Billy 
J. Rayburn will be the guest 
spaakb~; '~ l"h'e Church is 
located at 3341 River Drive. 
Fol; q nf0:(mafl0n'~'ca il Pastor 
R.L. "yVhi(e at 638.1561. 
Skeena District Girl Guides 
Would like:to ,announce the 
opal. ing::of a Land Ranger 
Company :in th'e Thornhill 
al'ea. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 18 Who are in -  
terer, tedpleese call 635.3061 
cr 636~!269 (ctf) 
The I.O.F. regular meetings 
- 3rd Saturday of each month 
at the Slumber Lodge at 9 
p.m. 
A Tea and Bazaar will be 
held in St. Mathew's 
Anglican Church Christmas 
Bazaar. Sat. Nov. 26 at 2 
p.m. 
The Canadian Calorie 
Counters" meet every 
Tuesday 7 p.m. at the 
Thornhl l l  E lementary  
School• New members 
welcome from Terrace and 
Thornhlll. For further in- 
formation phone 635.5486 .or 
63S-742S: 
Community Education 
Services requires instructors 
for a variety of programs 
starting in January. If In- 
terested in teaching a class 
please contact Frances 
Long. School Board 635-4931. 
PARENTS IN CRISIS 
Are you making your own 
life and your children's 
miserable? Do you con- 
stantly yell at your children, 
or hit them, or find if hard to 
control your angry feelings 
toward them? 
P.I.C.'s goal is to help you 
become the loving con- 
structlve parent you really 
want to be. 
All Inquires absolutely 
confidential. 
Phone Mary or John 635.4419 
Jane 638.8302. 
What's Happening in 
Terrace 
Bi-monthly meeting of Beta. 
Omega Chapter of Beta 
Sigma Phi, are held at 6:00 
p.m. 1st and 3rd Tuesdays of 
every month. Anyone In- 
terested may phone Anne 
Twidle at 635-4694. 
Rebecca Lodge . Meeting 
every 2nd and 4th Wed. 
nesday of the month, 8:00 
p.m. at various homes. 
B.P.O.E.- Regular bingo- 
Wednesday night at Elk's 
"Hall. 
Skeena Health-Unit - 321S 
Eby Street, are having their 
Pre.Natal classes starting 
another 6 week course. 
• Baby Clinic every Tuesday 
starting at 1:30 p.m. 
• Thornhlll Baby Clinic every 
2nd and 4th Friday at the 
Community Centre from 1:30 
o 4:00 p.m. 
• Adult Cllnlcs • Men. Wed, & 
Frl. ,  from 3:00'- to 4:00 p.m. 
• V.D. Cllnlc - 3!00 p,m. every 
Mort. & Thurs. 
The Terrace Art Assoclatlon 
Is sponsoring a workshop on 
colour and design, led by 
Delvlna Field, a founding 
member of the Vancouver 
Gulldof Fabric Arts, on Nov. 
26 and 27. 
To register by Nov. 18, 
phone 635.2964 or write 4711 
Tuck, Terrace, B.C. 
Terrace Italian Canadian 
Club will be holding their 
Annual Christmas Dance 
Dec. 3rd 1977. Starting at 8 
p.m. at the Terrace Arena 
Banquet Room. Hot supper 
will be served at i l  p.m. 
Music by the Comancheroes. 
For tickets phone any 
member of call Kalum 
Electric, 
Nutrition classes will be held 
Nov. 9.16.23-30th In the St. 
Matthews Anglican Church 
basement starting at 7:00 to' 
9.. Everyone is welcome that 
Is Interested in learning how 
to prepare good nutritious 
main co0se meals with out 
using meat, ptus how to 
make differe~t breads and 
salads. 
There is a registration fee 
of $,15.00. (nc4) 
Order of the Royal Purple. 
Novelty bake sale Saturday 
Nov. 1910 a.f~. to 2 p.m. E!ks 
Hall corner of Sparks a~d 
Park. Donuts and coffee 
50cents. Calf.Nov.19) 
BIG BAND DANCE 
Plan to attend. 
Terrific Music. 
Great. Eun/. : ." 
Skeena'~JUnior High Gym. 
Dec:. "3 @ ~);m, . 1 a.m. 
Tickets !.~va!lable:~. 
Terra'~:e Sight 8; Sound 
Uplands:Grocery " . . . . .  .... 
Table& ,party Reservation. 
.. "T faliTc~G6ugh :." 
i:" ~S.~42e.:.'i.~ : ,  
AN N 0 U ~CE~,~ EN T : .:.. 
Caled~la 's.r.se~ondary is 
having: ,~n :' operi h6Use ~ on 
Wed. Nov. 16,'1977 at:7:30 
p.m; ., 
Report's wlil be Issued and 
parents will have an Opt.. 
partunlty to t,~lk to their son- 
deugh;ter teacher: " ' 
Thornhlll "Jr. Secondary 
Gymnastics Club is holding a 
rummage sale and ~ bake 
sale at the-scBool bn 
November 18, 1977 at ;)-9 
p.m.. Fekturlng homemade 
bread. 
I PIANO TUNING 
CAL1~635-4000 
RAY BYFIELD 
FOR APPOINTMENT 
(C8.14) 
i 
Webb 
Refrigeration 
~23 SOUCI E 635.2188 
0: 
A~horlzed 
Service Depot 
Repairs to Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washers, Dryers 
And Ranges 
(ctf) 
Ceramics by Pearl 
Workshop. C~ll 635.3854 for 
further information. 
(cff.feb1~-78) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Refrlgeratlve Cootradlng 
and household repairs. 
Phone 635-5876"0r 638.1231. 
(ctt) . • 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Class" A Electrical Con 
tracting. Free'Estimates. 
.'Phone" 635.5876 .or 638.1231. 
(ctf) 
ESTIMATOR 
SALESPERSONS 
REQUIRED FOR 
NORTHWEST 
THERM-ATTIC 
INSULATORS LTD. 
Male or female - 
Full time or part time • 
Ideally suited for ambitious 
parsons who are seasonally 
employed and who wish to be 
productive in the off-season. 
Work your own hours, days 
or evenings. 
Commissions based on sales. 
For interview call 
COLLECT, Lou Vannler or 
Bill Smith at 627.7388, 
PRINCE RUPERT. (c5-15) 
HELP WANTED: A 
Janitorial  malntenan¢ 
paten is required for a local 
department store. Ap. 
proximately 25 to 30 hours 
per week, Would sult semi- 
retired person. Duties 
would include clearing 
sidewalks of snow, mopping 
floors, cleaning windows and 
various other duties. Please 
reply with name, address 
and phone number to Box 
1168 Terrace 'Herald. (c10. 
18) 
EXPANDING 'CANADIAN" 
OIL COMPANY needs 
dependable parson who :can 
work without supervision., 
Earn $14,000 per year plus 
bonus. Conta~ cdst0mers 
around Terrace/ We tra!n'~' 
Local grass fed beef raised 
without antibiotic hormone, 
cr chemiC.el growth 
stimulants. Phone 635.3360 
(cs.15) . ; 
HOMES F~'RENT:  Small 
two bedr0om.furnished home 
for Kent $2N per month. 
View at 4512 Lazelle ,Ave. 
Phone'635:2680• (ctf). 
Write A.B. Dick, 87 West 
Drive, Brampt0h,'Ont. L6T. 
2J6. (c4.10) • :' 
HELP WANTED: Kids!! 
Ages 10.!4 years. 
Extra Xmas money, 
FOR SALE: Must • sell 1 FOR RENT: Two bedrooms 
d ishwasher  Wh'lrl'poo townhouse." Wall to wall 
deluxe, I .  electric range, car l~et: Close'to hospital.' No 
Kenmore, Ce~;ami(~top, 40"., pets~ please• Phone 635.2409 
Phone 638.1896 after "6 p.m. (p1.10). " 
(c5.12)" " 
2 bedroom house for rent. 
Unfurnished. Phone 63S.6645 stringing popcorn and FOR SALE: Gold Nuggets" 
rosehlps. Ask for .Karon at. at 10¢, 25c, ,¢0¢;" MIn.'order !p3.11) 
Winterland General Sterd $5.00. Al l  orders C.O.D. 
3210 Kalum St. Terrace'~S- Complete satisfaction or 
4636 (c5.13) money refunded. 
"- Wm. W, Larkln 
~ Canyon Vlew .. 
HOUSEPARENTS Placer Mines 
FOR ' I Rock Creek, B.C. ," FOR RENT: 3 bedroom 
GROUPHOME I (c15 .21) '  ", . apartment to rent w i th  
On January lS, 1978 MC-I ' sUNDANCE " " frldge and'stove $1SS. per month.. ,Phone 635.7502 or. 
Carthy House in P~:lnce I .I=AM'iLY'TI~A/~0LIi;IES " ~e .~ (pS-12) 
Rupert will requ!re j . . . . .  , ........ " ~ 
Your NO. 1 Investmerlt In • FORRENT: 2 bedroom apt. house~rents fo r  up to 
eight 'i:hi!dren frop ages year round fun & fitness for for/rent. Frldge and stove 
six to ' i ;  flft~n;."L~.: the whole fami ly .  (Indoor S125. Westerhof Apt. New 
Houseparentsi.~'$t ~5 pr~schcol models .are now Remo (Nelson Rd.) Phone 
emot*i~n=~ily' ~mat~'Y~" ani available.). The Ideal Xmas ~$.6904 (¢3.10) 
v~ill, requi/e, the~if~!J0vvl~ gt'ftl ".:i , ;.. " ,  . . . .  
quallf!~tloi~!.: ;; .7~'!'::::;:,::~', "" . . . . . .  '~ " 
:,~";:~:"~'"~:'~"'~'"". :;~:". :':;>:  ' i: ::~ :/;,',.~'~-: :  ...... : !;~Sun~ance',Yrqmp0i~n?.s are FOR RENT:  Furnished 2 
accept . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  and ~W.0.r,k*,iwifi::"*' st~.a 'n~/ :mal! i teh '~.e ' f re~"& ;F~Jrel)lace,.dlshes, linens, 
children 'who '~h~vbl. s~om ', ~''fdllv*~'~a'rantbe¢l':'T~'::~i'i~!-~ i ,,: ~ T 9;-,iVa~uum etc. Suitable 
degree of :a ~so¢lab:o , ,7:;~.:. i:~.,"= ".:;'~:":L.~ :~.;:: . .. two:worklng.edulb.. Phone 
embfl0naJ~ dls'~l;b~ n'¢~*/~;i!! ~ :~,!~:l~hdior.:iwrlte": S~unclanc~;  ~t5-67M :(1~S-14) ;:'' ' 
i ,  an ability to, provldel right, 'away ~ f~.  free • . . 
,,,,,~.; . . . . . .  q, , ,~=~:' . ; I  1~;6chures" '; :-. '. ~ '  • ~r "~ ~ F.0 R~RENT: 2 bedroom, 
I al "al . . . . .  d S:M'~'~J["'f I: .;~::::..~; y :...:: ,. :. • .; !, ' '...,.~: . new; basement suite for rent, 
l~l~y:~ca~ 'g.°~s. w.qlli.:." : :  I~ .: : !',:"i.: SUNDANC'E ..~RAM '- ! !i;l'dge:a.n..d steve,_.Ava!lable 
erh~tlbnal :care:~".:'.~;;f~rl POLINE:Ri ~-. ;.~'::~:.,:.;: ,'.,;/~..:;moW.-~ NO: pets, S=,~.~o per, 
.~.,,a . . . . .  " '.":;:.. ',:::. I "." "13S0' sEYM()uRST ~i~l. : ~th."Phbne'638 ;1786 (c3. 
• . . . .  " " ~ ' 12) " i ' I - an abillty, to:manoge ,,4383 , . ' / "  .. ; ,~ .; .,.:: . . . . .  : 
Iwell In all areas*of II~l'ng~ I:'VANCOUVER, B.C.V6BSP5 
I lnclu,dln~ "house.h0!~ " , : " , . . . . . . .  :" . . . .  • • ' 
ioperatlons,: bedgetlng aixl : :.1:~'Of:l~i)6~,:sl'ze;12B0we, ~: 
IPlannlng construdlve~:ahd :.;S_.kates..;":Brand ne~..S3~,0~ '* r:/\.~ "." , - "  " "  
Icreatlve acllvltles, fGr--':~e 
chlldren In thehome," : .  :" "~ ' "  ''~ ': " " :"~"';", ~ : " 
, . : , "  ; . , ; , .  ' . ' ; "  
iCo0perati0n Wli~ ~ "'{Se ! 
i/~lnlst, ry of.;, Human 
mResources, and - other : 
Icommunity resources Is : 
Iessentlal in mc~etlng each '"°".:FOR RERT : : , ..., 
Ichlld s needs. • 
Group hurtle services are 
contracted fo r  by the 
Ministry ef Human 
Resources. Contract Is 
negotiable. Send resum e to 
J. CIImenhaga, District 
Supervisor, Ministry of 
Human Resources, Room 
580, 309 West 2nd Avenue, 
P.rince Rupert, B,C. V6J 
3T1. Closing date Is 
December 5; 1977. ' . 
HELP WANTED: " ' Royal 
Bank, Terrace requires an 
experienced teller.' Please 
contact Mel Stokes in parson 
at 4640 Lakelse Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. (c5-11) 
• QUEENSWAY 
AREA 
• COMMERCIAL " 
sTORAGE sPAcE . 
Do you requ i re  extra 
storage space? 
. AVAILABL E ..' 
I MMEDIATEL--Y 
. Heated PI;emises' 
• Regularly patrolled" 
Centrally" located.  
REASONABPE RATES 
CALL  63S.63S7 " 
For further details 
Monday to Friday • 
Ask for B ILL"  
FOR SALE: 12' alumlnOm 
car top boat and G.H.P. 
Evlnrude Motor.' Phone 63S. 
~47 after S p.m. (p3.11) , 
WANTED: To babysit in my 
home Monday to" FHday.s. . . . . .  . 
Phone 638-8380 (c3-i6)] : : ' *  WAN'rEDi,*:W0ed :ch ip~ I 
speed Recover.: Plaher.; 
o Write: ' :" ~D.: 'Br'ub~aker 
Lascluetl Is.,' B.C. (cl0•IS) 
One 6', by ° 9 '  aluminum .:':~'!:: ~, : . , '  
storageshedset'upwlth floor ,,,: .... , ~"  , 
--~ - " - "  " -  *~=0 firm ~' , ~an comes as'a'novice in ,  ~ ~; 
I:1111,,I ,~ l l~ l  v i i  i~1  ,,~1 ,,~ ,11 , f  ! 
• to  each'.age in"hi~ l ife. Phone 635.7804 (p.3.12) • . N ico lM Chain.f0, 
•"LOOK" 
~; .  
As IOWas  $200.00 youcan buy a 14'wide 
~t " . " 
i imobil~home - furnished - set up and delivered, 
HURRY! 
Phone Mr.  George - collect 434.9175 
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
4 26" x36" 
,h,.. 0. y, 336 
J 
THE DAILY HERALD, 
3212 Kaium St. Terrace 
Clinton 
Manor 
Furnished or unfurnished 
studio or 1 bedroom 
apartments. Securlt 
interp'hone. Sauna. 
635-3941 
"638-1032 
I 
HILLSIDE LOD~E 
44S0 Little Avenue 
Sleeping rooms, 
~ousekeeplng units, cen- 
irally located. Ful ly  
furnished. Reasonabl( 
~ates by day or week. Non- 
drinkers only. Phone 635. 
5611. (ctf) 
KALUM GARDENS 
3 bedroom apartment for 
rent, some with basement 
and carport, private en- 
trance and patio. To view 
see full time caretaker at 
Apt. No.6 on Scott Ave. east 
of Kalum or phone 635-4841. 
(df) 
3 bedroom row housing 
suites. Full basement, I~/2 
baths, z/2 bleck from schools. 
3 rain. walk from town. 
Suitable for families. $250 
per month. 6 months lease. 
Apply suite 118, 3530 Kalum. 
(cff) 
"No man is rich who wants 
any more than he has got." 
Josh Billings 
CLASSIFIED DEAI)LIHES 
TUESDAY - MONDAY 1 p.m, 
WEDNESDAY - TUESDAY 1 p.m, 
THURSDAY- WEDHESDAY 1 p,m, 
FRIDAY- THURSDAY 1 p,m, 
MONDAY- FRIDAY I p,m, 
NO REFUND ON CLASSIFIEDS 
Carriers for: 
Daily H erald 
"required 
immediately. 
Extra earnings. 
PHONE 
636-6367 
\ 
I dd 
I 
. , .  , . .  
ATTENTION 
i SUBSCRIBERS 
The daily herald will be 
published in the afternoc 
beginning Nov. 14, 1977. 
Oopies will be available 
at your favorite nemtand 
bymid afternoon, 
carrier service will be 
late afternoon, 
Thank you for your 
patronage. 
the daily herald 
" ,, 636-6367 
i!f 
48. SUITES 
FOR RENT 
67, 
SERVICES 
. .  / - f  
KEYSTONE COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Dffice No. 2 .  4603 Scott. 
One, two and three 
bedroom apartments. 
Laundry & storage area. 
Near schools and down. 
town. Clean, quiet, 
spacious, security Iockup 
and patrol. 
635-5224 
(df) 
CEDAR PLACE 
A PARTMENTS 
4931 Walsh Avenue 
5ulte 113 ' 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-70S6 
New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom 
suites for rent. Fridge, 
stove, drapes, carpet, rec 
area, sauna and pool table, 
with security interphone 
and elevator. Absolutely 
m pets. (ctf) 
49, HOMES 
FOR SALE 
HOUSE FOR. SALE: .3 
I~droom on ~/~ acre Bronse 
Island. Reasonably priced 
$21,500 Phone 635.3269 (p4- 
11) 
HOUSE FOR SALE: 3 
bedroom house, wall to wall 
carpet, full basement, gas 
heat, close to school and 
town. Drive by 4921 Park or 
phone for appointment 635. 
7382 or 635.7594 (o29) 
FOR SALE: 73 Ford pickup 
250, 300 cu. In. engine, 
canope, automaflc. $1950. 
Phone 635-6536 (c3-10) 
FOR SALE: 1963 Jeep. 
Phone 635-7901 evenings. (c7- 
13) 
FOR SALE: 1973 Toyota 
Cellca St. 43000 miles, 4 sp ,  
AM. FM radio, tape deck, 
asking $2700.00 Phone 538- 
8244 after 6 p.m. (p3-12) 
FOR SALE: 1972 Ford F100 
4x4 low mileage, rebuilt 
motor, 5 new radial tires. 
Asking $3,500 Phone 635-4295 
after 6 p.m. (p5-11) 
1965 Kenworth Dump~trucK 
had a let of work done on it 
and a lot of extra pads. 
Rear ends and a box and lots 
of extras. Will except a fair 
new pickup or van-as down 
payment. Also 9V=' 
Vanguard Comper anda 1966 
G.M.C. Needs paint lob. 
Only 57,000 mile on pickup. 
Also cedar shakes and 
blanks. Phone 635.9393 (p5. 
11) 
FOR SALE: 1965 Pontiac 
S.W. Strato Chief 
Automatic. Good for parts - 
open to offers. Phone 638- 
8141 Room 354 (p3.11) 
FOR SALE: 1972 Toyota 
pickup with canopy and tape 
deck, $1,500 or best offer. 
Phone 635.31.53 (p5.10) 
FOR SALE: Ford F350 
pickup 1 ton Super Camper 
Special 460cubic inch, P.S. & 
P.B.~ air conditioning, dual 
tanks and bafterles, large 
mags and tires, 14,000 high- 
way miles. Immaculate 
condition. Asking $6,600 or 
best offer. Phone 635.2589 
(ca-19) 
FOR SALE: Must sell, 8x44 
foot trailer with joey shack. 
.Set up in Timberland Trailer 
Park. S4,000. Phone John 
6355-850 or 635-7324 (p10.10) 
FOR SALE MOBILE 
HOME: 1976 - 64' mobile 
,home, fenced with lawn, 
vegetable and flower gar- 
den, metal shed located on 
lot No. 70 in Terrace Trailer 
Court. Phone 635.,1639 after 5 
p.m. (c&13) 
MORTGAGE MONEY 
Mortgage Money- Any 
amount (25 years amor- 
tization), ls~ mortgage from 
10 percent, 2nd mortgage 
from 12V~ percent. 
Residential, Commercial 
Builders Interim Business 
Loans. J.D. Phillips Capital 
Corporation, 10673 King 
George Highway, Surrey, 
B.C. V3T 2X6. PhOne 588- 
0411 or evenings 585-1603. 
(ctf 1st and 3rd w) 
Dr. Martin Luther King was 
the youngest man to win 
the Nobel Peace Prize. He 
was on ly  35 when he 
was awarded i t  in 1964. 
Terrace Little Theatre 3625 
Kaium St. will rent their 
lounge for Adult or 
Children's Xmas Party's. 
Good kitchen and bar 
'tacllltles available. 
Moderate Rates. Phone 
Molly Naflress 525.~18 (c10- 
14) .' 
MOVING 777 
CHECK BUDGET'S LOW 
ON E-WAY TRUCK RATES 
£HROUGHOUTWESTERIt 
CANADA. 
CALL TOLL FREE 
112-800-663-3478 
BUDGET RENTATRUCK 
- - - 'UL  
MI LLS MEMORIAL 
"tHRIFT SHOP" 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate' 
any done:lone of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
THE HERALD, Tuescl~y, November 15, 1977, PAGE 7 
Does Canada have Legal cuts for needy 
1 Ct  l ; r l  l ' n ' u s - - ' a "  s" "e gy: the ~bli©, the "we asked for $11.3 A former chairman of the magnitude af the public's mitl/on from the 
British Colombia Legal ~need, nor the financial provincial government, 
but received only $7 Services Commission commitment that must million; in 1977 we asked 
TORONTO (CP) -- 
Canada's indus tria: 
strategy is unclear 
• because of the nature of 
the  country's political 
~i process, the federal 
: ~ovemment, and "our 
~deol0gy," the president 
of the Canadian 
Manufacturers' Asso- 
ciation said today. 
J. Hugh Stevens told 
the Canadian Club that 
Canada 's  po l i t i c  
process has been oriented 
toward coping with 
immediate problems 
rather than long-term 
ones. An example was 
large layoffs, a reference 
to plans by Inco Ltd. to 
eliminate 3,500 jobs in 
Sudbury, Ont., and 
Thompson, Man., by the 
middle of next year. 
Keith Murray, who 
LOCAL ONLY: heads the campaign, said 
20 words or less S2.00 per only. Sweden and the 
Insertion, over 2O words s Netherlands have 
cents per word. launched such corn- 
3 or more consectHlve in- prehensive programs. 
sertlons S1.50 per Insertion. Murray, director of 
nutritional services for 
REFUNDS: the health and welfare 
First insertion charged for department, said the 
whether run or not. budget and details of the 
Absolutely no refunds after campaign have not yet 
ad has been set. been completed. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
was more likely to be a 
worldwide surplus of 
products or excessive 
costs in Canada corn: 
pared with competitors 
abroad. 
He said that under the 
federal form of govern; 
ment, provinces pure.us 
strategies to broanen 
their industrial bases for 
taxation and to create 
jobs. 
"This has led to what 
some have termed 
miniature replicas of a 
national economy in each 
province." 
Stevens said it has to be 
recognized that Canada .is 
at a disadvantage in 
relation to more can- 
traiized economies uch 
as Prance and Japan. 
says the provincial be made to fulfil it," 
government is forcing "Tlzere are over 560,000 for $9.~ n~illion, Bad 
curtailment Of legal people in  B.C. living received only ~7.~ 
services for those who below the poverty line," million," 
.need them moat. said Jabour. "These Hesaldtheoommlssion 
In an article published' people are beset 
in the commission's problems more 
by legal was created to plan the 
development of new than the services, to provide funds newsletter, lawyer Don average citizen because for such programs as 1~. ,labour, whose twoyear of the mass of laws and 
term as the commission's rules that regulate their gas aid, and to preside 
first chairman ended in lives: rental controls, over the creation of new 
August, says financial vTalfare schemes, unem- 
resiraints have plOyment insurance, 
prevented the com- pension plans, workers' 
mission from doing the ¢omponeation and 
job it was set up to do in l~us]ng controls, to say 
1975. nothing, of criminal and 
•labour, nowworking as matdm°nial problems. 
a consultant to the "To help these people 
commission said• "the withlogal services i  part 
government has not  of the war against 
recognized the ira- poverty." . everybody's whipping 
pertance of legal services Jabour said that in 1976 boy." ~ i' : ". 
offices and programs 
throughout B.C. ' 
Instead, he said; "the 
exact opposite is. hap- 
pening."- 
"Because of budget 
limitations, the com- 
mission has bad to 
r~de over the cur, 
ent of services and 
thus has become 
Ideology makes many 
Canadians, particularly 
businessmen, wary of 
national p.lanning which 
may cau~ govemmenis 
to fUrther intervene in the 
economy. 
Plans and strategies 
',smack of a grand design 
in  which few Canadians 
accustomed to the 
freedom of a market 
economy, would he 
anxious to participate." 
a.:',~., long .as. any in- 
.uo , . r ia l  strategy is 
promoted as a means to 
man ipu la te  soc ie  
rather than provide a 
focal point for ag~ement 
on mutual objectives, it
will remain suspect and 
unacceptable."  
He added that an in- 
"Your body has to have m~h salt has been 
it, or it can't make it," statistically linked with 
Murray said. The acid high blood pressure. 
cuts the level of blood- 
For pickup service phone dustrial strategy has not 
53S.532. or 53S-S253, or leave , ' inshort.  oureeonomy beenpatf0rwardCunada Amer icmz " " "  " 
donatlons at the Thrlflshop The immediate be is much less 'nation,' has not developed "the -Uanact lan earrttes 
on ..z.,,. Av.o. p rov ide  lega l  hass les  
Saturdays between 11.'°~O political problem may than that of many of our peHtical matmdty to deal 
unemployment, Stevens major competitors." with the essential 
a.m. and 3:0O p.m. Thank said, but the basic cause He said Canada's problems." 
you. (nc) . 
The staff at the ~ '~ Nati al fat eed edu i g (CP)-~.A that tfieinvestlgationbad not aware of any high 
apologizes for any In -  on ~ S r C • lawyer at .the Laycraft its root." ranking Canidin officials 
convenience caused by our '. inquiry charged Monday The Vancouver lawyer connected with " the  
changeover from days to that a 1975 police in- is representing Specialty R C M P . . :  
afternoons (and the sub. O~TAWA (CP) -- A The campaign links fat heart attacks.  vestigation of Royal Manufacturing Ltd., end 
sequent ,ate press time), federal advertising and arteriosclerosis-- Murray advised con- American Shows (RAg) three men--including 
; campaign this winter will hardening of the  ar- surners to put the ira- was based on a con- 
urge that fat be reduced teries--a fatal disease,  pertant acid into their spiracy to drive the 
CLASSI P I ED RATES in the national diet. People will be urged to diet by using one of the American carnival out of 
take less than 35 per. cent oils on salad, western Canada. 
of their daily calories Arthur Vertllah said 
from fat, although that AVOID SALT " the purpose of the in- 
doesn't mean cutting Out These who take fat out vestiptlon was to expel 
vegetable oils since they of:hair diet should not try Royal American Shows large amounts of money 
contain a vital element and make their food and replace it with by his c l ients  was 
called linoleic acid. tastier with salt. Too Conldin Shows of payment .for midway 
.p!-~.. ho.ght by cm 
nivam. ' • :' 
Imp. George testified 
he bad no personal 
principal_ of the corn- Imowledge of clu, rges 6r 
pany-~who have been evidence against ~ 
referred to ' in  RCMP Specialty Manufacturing 
or Vert l iah's  three documents as "bagmen" 
for carnivals. 
SAYSSOURCE 
RELIABLE 
Vertlieb said outside 
the inquiry he had no 
proof to back up  his 
Toronto, a,. Canadian eba~es but that they 
. . . .  came from "a reUable 
clients. 
The lawyer Contendod 
the transportation of 
and resulted in ab~t 100 
charges, mo~t of them 
against Americans. 
Farrier Everett 
Bunnell, a lawyer for AI 
Anderson, former 
edneral manager o f t  he 
taunton ~ Exhibition 
Asaociation~' ~$~ii'd"~ a 
motion is betnB~flli~" in
Alberta Supreme Court to 
question the lagal/ty or, 
jurisldicion of a subpoena 
requiring his client to' 
tesWy at the inquiry. 
' Testimony at-the six- 
mort:hold inquiry has 
revealed that Anderson 
was cba~ed' with 
criminal offences as. a 
result of the poUce's RAg 
investigation. 
company. 
RCMP Insp. Graham source." ~ . George testified ~t .  
George, bemg cross- In Toronto, a when the RAS - 
cholesterol in the body, The following guides examined by Vertlieb representative of Couldin veeflption began in 1975 
decreasing the risk of will help consumers steer when he made the Shows said he preferred police were interested in 
. . . . . . .  a middle course ~ charges, describedthem not to comment on the "any criminal aeflvity/n Legislation to af fec t  the hazards of modern as '~haolute hogwash.' charges until he bad seen the carnival induslz.~." 
'~ f~o~e' lean  e.uts of Conidin Shows took them in writing. By the time the in- 
over the western AIf Phillips, vice- ves~ation ended in 1976, 
meat, trim off visible fat, Canadian carnival Circuit president of Conidin, said it had cost ab0ut$450,000 
discard fat that cooks out in 1976after RAg officials the. western carnival 
1 Of meat, and avoid gravy, were charged with fraud- circuit route was put up 
--Replace meat with related offences and the for tender and there were 
fish or poultry several midway rofmedtopust a II or IZ bids, including 
limes a week. bond asked by several two Canadian bidders. 
--Bake, broil or heft exhibition boards. Conklin won the tender. 
food instead of frying or The inquiry, which "We were not involved 
-:Limit ~deep'frying'the Use of resumed Monday after a in any kind of move to 
one-month recess, was oust Royal American 
animal fats, lard or called by Alberta At- Shows," heestd. 
shortening, to rne  y-General  J in Vertlieb also charged 
--Use skim or two-per Foster last April to that a Conklin employee 
.cent milk, cottage che~e examine the ..han~.dl ~ of assisted RCMP in their 
and yogurt, while the 1975 investigauon mto review of documents 
avoiding cream, cream the Florida-ba~ed seized from Specialty 
cheese or ice cream, company, which operated Manufacturing in Oc- 
Murray has made an in l)ralrie cities, tuber, 1975. Speciality 
"initial approach to the ~ertlieb said a "family supplied RAg with 
Canadian Restaurant member" of Conklin mmway prize. • 
Association hoping to get Shows was involved with Phillips said he was not 
all restaurants o offer a the RCMP "and it's aware ol any sucn 
low-fat alternative, through this connection assistance and the he was 
In August, 1973, Me- week. 
enlyonelncorrectad. B.C.'s forest industry 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
S1.25 mailed. VICTORIA (CP) -- legislature, the 
Lonlpromisedchanges to spokesman said in an 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: legislation affectinE interview. 
Rates avellable upon British Columbia's forest He added that debate 
request. ' industry will likely will be delayed for two or 
become law by  June, three months o the foreet 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 1978, a ministry of forests industry; unions,_ en- 
RATE: . spokesman said teda~/, vironmentalists and any 
22 cents per agate line. The spokesman stud other.parties can make 
Minimum charge $.5.00 per Forests Minister Tom final representations. 
insertion. Waterland plans three Theroyal commission, 
pieces of legislation headed by Dr. Peter 
LEGAL. POLITICAL AND based on the the Pesrse of the University 
TRANSIENT AD- recommendations of the of B.C., contained hun- 
VERTISlNG: Royal Commission on dreda of recommen- 
$3.60 per column inch. , Forest Resources in de:ions esUing~ for/broad 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: British Columbia, which changes to fro'eat l~licy 
was submitted in late in B.C., including a 
~.00 per line per month. 19~.6, and on the work of sweeping revision of  the 
On a 4 month basis only. the minister's Forest forest tenure and tree 
DEADLINE Policy Advisory Com- farm licence statutes. 
mittee which was set up Waterlund has given no 
DISPLAY: to review the report, indication which 
4:0O p.m. 2 days prior 1O A new forest act, a recommendations will be 
publication day. .. ministry of forests act adopted, but said in a 
and a range act will be recent speech new 
CLASSIFIED: introduced early in the legislation would not 
1:00 p.m. day prior to spring session of the please~veryone. 
publication clay. . 
Servica chargeofSS.OOonailN.s.F, ch.tms. C a n a d i a n  a r r e s t e d  
i n  Au,, ; ra l ia  No charge provided news 
subm,ted within one month. 
$S.0O production charge for" ~ANCOUVER (CP) - -  Dermott was sentenced 
weddlngand~r engagement A Sydney, Australia, to eight years for an 
pictures. News of weddings police spokesman said additional armed robbery 
(write-ups) received one Monday that Jon Donald charge, to ran con- 
month or more after event McDermott, 31, who es- cmTenfly with the earlier 
$10.00 charge, with or caped more than three sentence. 
without ploture. Sublact 1O years ago from William PASSES GIVEN 
condensation. Payable in Head medium security McDermott was con- 
advance, prison near Victoria, was sidered a medel.prisoner. 
arrested Sunday in ana was grantee several 
weekend pnases,~ but. he  
SYMdn:l~rmott, who was was denied parole in 
CLASSIFIED AN- jailed after his conviction April, 1974. The following 
NOUNCEMENTS: on seven counts of armed month e was let out on a 
robbery, had married in .three-day pass to vial:his 
Births S.50 Australia shortly after .parents inNanaimo, B.C. 
Engagements ' 5.50 his escape in May, 1974, Police said his 23-year. 
Marriages s.50 and was teaching in a old girlfiend picked him 
Deaths S.50 private school in Sydney. up at the gates and drove 
Funerals 5.50 The police spokesman him to the bus depot. He 
CardsofThanks 5.50 said McDermott ap i~ever went to Nanaimo, 
Memorial Notices 5.50 parently gained a but sent his parents a 
teaching )ob with forged note telling them he was 
PHONE 635.5357 ' quai~icatmn papers and going to his birthplace, 
was using the name Australia, to"start anew 
James Arthur Crown. life." 
McDermott appeared The RCMP was told by 
, , , Monday in Sydney an airline agent in Seattle 
Coins from still another Federal Court and was that a man with the same 
country, the U.S.S.R., are remanded in custody to name as McDermott's 
available here in proof-like NOV. 28. had bearded a plane for 
sets. Each set includes an McDermott was sen- Sydney on May 23, 1974. A
official Leningrad Mint token tencedin April, 1970, to 12 woman with the same 
and nine coins representing years injailforsixarmed name as the girlfriend 
all the coins in circulation i  robbery charges stem- flew from here to Sydney 
the Soviet Union. For further miag from holdups in June 7, 1974. 
details On how to order 
these icollector coins write British Columbia and The S~/dney spokesman 
to: Paramount International A]herta. said pohce caught up with 
Coin Corp., Dept. 240, One The former McDermott alew weeks 
Paramount Plaza, Englewood, newspaperman and ago and Canadian 
Ohio 45322. 'television producer authorities requested an 
* ' * gained nationalattention extradit ion permit  
The only two countries cur- when he wrote two Police arrested Mc- 
renfly without coins are Lao~ magazine articles on his Dermott after the permit 
and Paraguay. They use paper crimes and on prison life. was granted late last 
money only. 
sL h  
The goverlment 
launched the campaign 
on the recommendation 
of a.committee of outside 
exp~rts, whose f'.md~s 
already are under attack. 
The Beef Information 
Cenlre, operated by beef 
producers, ays beef .and 
its saturated fatty acid 
content do not-contribute. 
to heart disease. 
The"eontre cites a study 
at the University of 
Manitoba which, shows 
that blood.cholesterni 
levels declined when beef 
was the primary seurce 
of fat.. 
]heart. atient 
1 &es 
CAPE TOWN CAP) -- 
South Africa's 38th heart 
transplant l~tient' was 
killed'Sanday night in a 
fall from a window at 
Oroote Schuur Hospital, a
hospital official an- 
nounced today. 
Elizabeth Nel, 34, was 
recovering from the 
"piggy-back" graft of a 
heai 't  onto her own 
weakened heart Oct. 22, 
Dr. Reeve Sanders aid. 
"I cannot give any 
details at this stage," 
said Dr. Sanders, 
refusing to say whether 
Mrs. Nel nught have 
jumped from the window. 
Dr. Sanders also 
refused to say what floor 
the woman fell from. 
The woman was the 
18th patient o receive a 
piggy-back transplant at 
the hospital. In this 
operation, the patiept's 
weakened heart is not 
replaced but a second 
heart is bmplanted to 
assist it. 
Yukon trapper appeals 
• decision 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- easehere inlate October. for such a project. 
Dagteam Bill Smith, the Smith, who lives as a JusticeMahoney _ 
trapper whose argument nomadic hunter knd refused to grant an order, 
that the Yukon isn,t part Irapper, has been waging ruling that the Yukon had. 
of Cunana was mrnon a lengmy one-man battle been properly .ceded to 
down last week by the in the courts, seeking to Canada by Britain in a 
Federal Court of Canada; establish aboriginal title Brit ish gover nm ew 
said Monday he plans to to the northern Yukon for order-in-council dated 
"appp~. I the decision, the Vuntut Kutehin July 31,1880, and by other 
"~nith~ 56, was working (Loucheaux) Indians statutes. 
hm--trapllnes 25 miles up livingat Old Crow. He . . . .  
the Poreupine River from stilllbas about 9.0 actions ~nim sa/u m . a 
this community, i~orth of pending in various courts .telephone ~terview ne 
the Arctic Circle whenhe in Vancouver, Ottawa imends to appeal 
learned that Mr. Justice -and Whitehorse. Mahoney's decision on 
Patrick Mahoney had "H is  most r~cent case fronds t.hat he f~.~.ni. 
ruled against his bid for a involved efforts to stop court junge errea In 
declaratory ~judgment construction of the holding tbatK/ng Oeo~e 
that the Yukon is owned l)empster Bfl~waY from lll's Royai.l~'oclamaUon 
directly by the British Dawson City, Ydkon, to of 1763, giving nunung 
monarch. Fort McPherson, N.W.T., and trapping rights to 
THe judge banded on grounds that Queen Indians in l~rL)etult.y, ha.d 
down his ruling in Ottawa Elizabeth's personal no.force ot zaw m me 
last week after trying the permission was required YuKon. 
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GETTING THE MOST FROM A WATER HEATER ~'~-i~{)~.,.~.~,~V,~_~b~ '~'.-"-~ ~.,,~J:/:z-':i~wl~-- 
Keeping the hot water hot  , ,  ~s . ) 
for a family of 11 could be "*~/ii///(F ~-~- 'L - ' : i "  ,~; ~,~ ' "  
a problem for the Mulderrig 
household if it were not for 
the hell~ of the largest man- 
ufacturer of water heaters in 
the world. 
Mulderrlg reports: 
"Bath times could easily 
be a terrible problem for 
us. With 11 people trying 
to get washed we need to advantage of the soft blanket of snow which 
have a lot of hot water on GETTING 11 PEOPLE into 
hot water can be a hig accumulates in marshes, tunnelling among the plant tap to keep us clean and 
happy. 
"But I must say that our 
75-gal lon Rheem water  
heater more than meets our 
needs. We were especially 
grateful for it this past 
freezing.cold winter--when 
any breakdown or letup in 
our hot-water supply could 
have created a real family 
emergency." 
City Inuesting'a Rheem 
water heater operation has a 
47-year history of manufac- 
turing quality products, and 
introducing dozens of inno- 
vative features in water 
heaters. 
job for a water heater. 
water more evenly to save 
energy. The pilot light uses 
50 percent less energy than 
previous pilot light designs 
once did. And thereql be 
more than twice as much 
insulation in the water heat- 
er walls to help keep the hot 
water hot, with minimum 
energy loss. 
That's just one way an 
industry leader in a number 
of businesses can help you 
manage your money. 
* City Investing is a diuer- 
si~ied company whose prin- 
stems for food. The presence of these rodents in 
turn attracts their predators, the owls, weasels, and 
mink. 
II II 
THINK BEFORE YOU L IFT  
If there's a box to be 
moved at work, you just 
move it. You seldom think 
about how to do it prop- 
erly. Right? 
If there's a piece of furni- 
ture to be moved at home, 
you just move it. You sel- 
-- Size up the object to be 
lifted; decide how best to 
get a good grip on it. 
--Pls~,t your i'ee~ about 
10-12 inches apart and sol- 
idly close to the object to 
be lifted. Squat down, keep- 
ing the spine straight. 
year, for example, c ipa l  products and services dora wait until you can get. 
Rheem is introducing a new derive from domestic and help. Right? 
and more efficient water international manufacturing It's this tendency to want 
heater called, the Energy operations; housing; und to get the obstacle out of 
Mker. property.casualty and life the way as quickly as possi- 
The burner design heats insurance activities, ble, and the erroneous b.elief 
thing you can lift, that 
causes most back injuries• 
Sprains and strains of the 
St imula t ing  Sponge back are the third major 
cause of activity limitation, 
Youcan make your body • Wet the Ioofah until its superseded only by heart 
feel tingly with good health fibers fill with water and conditions and arthritis/ 
if you use an unusual bath 
sponge made from a cucum- 
ber- l ike p lant  • imported 
from the Far East. 
This sponge, called a loo- 
fah, is made from • the 
spongy fibers of an Oriental 
vegetable gourd. It  has been 
used' to tone and soothe the 
skin and stimulate blood 
ckeulat ion'and ' l i u  been 
among the b.asic "beauty' se-' 
cl1~ts o f  Egyptian and 0rien- 
tal women for thousands of
years, " ' " • • 
Legend has i't-'~ha.'t'Cleo" 
patra bathed in"o i i ,  and 
scrubbed with a..Ioofah.'to 
make her body more femi- 
n ine in preparat ion  ' for  
Marc Antony's return from 
battle. 
Here are some tips on 
Mtting the most out of a 
loofah from Kathy Gangi, 
beauty  consu l tant  at 
Schmid Laboratories, which 
imports  Mikura  brand  
loofahs: 
• Shower or bathe with 
warm water and allow your 
body enough time to relax 
completely. 
soften completely. 
o 
ANY HEALTH-CON-  
SC IOUS '  WOMAN CAN 
use  the  same beauty  
secrets  as C leopat ra .  
• Apply soap to the Io0- 
fah and massage the body in 
a gentle, circular motion, 
particularly on hips, but- 
tocks and thighs, to help 
work on fatty tissue. 
• Work on arms and legs 
to soothe and relax muscles. 
and on elbows, heels an¢~ 
soles of feet to preven! 
buildup of dead, flaky skin 
With these tips and 
loofah of your own, you'r~ 
on the way to a new, vi 
brant you. 
rheumatism conditions. 
It is estimated that well 
over a million men, women 
and 'children suffer back 
injuries each year, mainly 
because they lift without 
thinking. 
in addition to the agoniz- 
ing pain that is experienced 
by the victims, it should be 
noted that temporary and 
permanent  disablement 
from back injury accounts 
for millions of hours of lost 
time, millions of dollars in 
lost salaries, and tens of 
millions of dollars in lost 
production. A pitiful waste 
of energy and money !
Most disabling back in- 
juries come from falls and 
careless lifting• They occur 
on the job, and at home as 
• well. Thus, it is important 
to protect  your  back by 
learning,  observ ing,  and  
teaching preventive habits. 
Following are the Rules 
for Lifting as recommended 
by doctors of chiropractic, 
who are specialists in treat- 
ing health problems related 
to the spine and nervous 
system. 
--Lift  u with the big 
muscles b f  p your legs, thighs, 
• arms and shoulders--NOT 
with the bacl~. Keep the 
load close to your body. 
--Use mechanical ifting 
devices for moving heavy 
objects. Get help for large, 
bulky, awkward, or extra- 
heavy loads. 
-- Use rhythm, both alone 
and in a team effort. Let the 
load help lift itself. 
- -Be sure you can see 
where you're going. 
--Keep floors clear of 
hazards which could cause 
you to trip or fall. 
-- Setting the load down is 
just the reverse of lifting• 
Keep the back straight, let 
the legs bend slowly, and set 
the load down easy. 
Prevention is the best way 
to avoid a back injury. How- 
ever, if a strain or back 
injury should occur, no mat- 
ter how minor, it is wise to 
visit a doctor of chiropractic 
immediately. Spinal prob- 
lems must not be neglected 
as they can cause or con- 
tribute to disorders which 
appear at many other parts 
of the body. 
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[ Penny-Saving Recipes I THE AMAZING SPIDERMAN Blindness , ~1 ' '  : : .  " 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
The incidence of blind- 
ness caused by diabetes 
has almost doubled in the 
last decade among 
persens between the ages 
of 25 and 50, Dr. Stephen 
Drunce, a University of 
British Columbia oph- 
tha lmolog is t ,  sa id  
Saturday. 
"Pre~iously we had 
been used to finding 
blindness only amens the 
younger age group [rom 
congenital causes and 
hereditary disease and 
then among our order 
citizens in whom 
degenerative changes ... 
were prevalent," Drance 
told [he Vancouver In- 
stitute. 
He said in an interview 
that in INg, 11 per cent of 
all blindness in Canada 
was due to diabetes, and 
is now up to 20 per cent." 
Many diabetics were 
m0re likely to suffer from 
peripheral nerve disease, 
kidney disease and. e y.e 
disease than non-diaDeuc 
patients of the same age,' 
l~ said, 
"If diabetes is 
diagnosed at [he age of 
~0, the chances of blind- 
hess by the age of 30 are 
really no different from 
the non-diabetic," he 
.uid.:'B.ut by the age of 50 
me maoeuc is 23 times 
more likely to be blind 
than the non-diabetic." 
"So while'their risk of 
blindness is greatly in- 
creased, the incidence of 
blindness is fortunately 
not that high," he said. 
Drance said a new 
counselling service, for 
diabetics who are going 
blind or who have 
recently lost their sight, 
has bern established at 
UBC, 
EASY ENTERTAIN ING WITH 
Looking for a new wa~" 
to entertain? Invite a few 
friends over for an informal 
Sunday  brunch ,  prepara- 
tions for such a party are 
comparatively simple, and 
the hour lends itself to a 
relaxing time for all. 
If it is a nice day, have 
your brunch outdoors on 
the  pat io  'or in the yard. 
Whatever the location, set a 
pretty table keeping it in- 
formal, but colorful. 
An American invention, 
b runch  was first popular- 
ized in New Orleans during 
the 19th Century. Generally 
served between eleven and 
• one, brunch menus range 
from traditional b reak fas t  
fare to anything you might 
serve for a light lunch. 
Select food that is simple 
to prepare, yet satisfying. In 
spite of the hour this is the 
f i rst  meal  of  the day, so 
appetites will be high. Start 
with a big bowl of chilled 
fresh fru i ts  (prepared the 
night before, of course). Egg- 
Vegetable Scramble is the 
star attraction--a tempt ing  
platter with a taste to match. 
Hot  ham sl ices surround 
wel l -seasoned scrambled 
eggs topped with a medley 
of  sauteed vegetab les - -  
zucch in i ,  tomatoes, green 
pepper  and on ions .  En-  
hanced by the buttery flavor 
of Blue Bonnet Margarine, 
this delicious dish will bring 
compliments galore. 
Warm home-made bread 
is a must for any brunch, 
and these Pineapple Oatmeal 
Muffins can be mixed to- 
gether in minutes. Just wait 
until you smell the aroma! 
Rich and flavorful, they too Cover and let simmer for 10 
have Blue Bonnet's buttery minutes or until vegetables 
taste, are tender. 
Another  brunch  party Scramble the eggs in re. 
bonus - -you  aren ' t  stuck rosining 2 tablespoons mar- 
with dishes and clean-up in garine. Place eggs on serving 
the wee hours of the morn- platter. Surround eggs with 
ing. Most of the afternoon rolled hum slices. Top with 
is still yours, so relax and cooked vegetables. Makes 
enjoy: 8 servings, 
EGG-VEGETABLE PINEAPPLE 
SCRAMBLE OATMEAL MUFFINS 
4 tablesvoons 1 cup quick.cooking 
Margarine rolled oats 
1 cup chopped onion 
1 cup green pepper strips 
2 cups sliced zucchini 
1 cup diced fresh tomato 
1/2 teaspoon rosemary 
leaves 
1/2 teaspoon salt 
1/8 teaspoon pepper 
8 eggs 
8 slices hot cooked ham, 
rolled 
Melt 2 tablespoons mar- 
gar ine in a sk i l let .  Saute 
onion and green pepper for 
2 minutes. Add zucchini, 
tomatoes ,  rosemary,  salt 
and pepper. Stir to combine. 
SUNDAY,  BRUNCH 
1 cup milk 
1 cup unsifted flour 
2 tablespoons light 
brown sugar 
1 tablespoon baking 
powder 
1/2 teaspoon salt 
1 teaspoon grated 
orange peel 
1/4 cup (1/2 stick) melted 
Blue Bonnet Margarine 
1 egg 
1/3 cup pineapple preserves 
Blue Bonnet Margarine 
Combine oats and milk; 
let stand 15 minutes. 
In a large bowl blend to- 
gether flour, sugar, baking 
powder,  salt  and orange 
peel. Combine milk mixture, 
melted margarine and egg. 
Add to dry ingredients with 
'preserves, Stir just until dry 
ingredients are mois tened.  
Spoon batter into 12 well- 
greased 2-1/2 x 1-1/4.inch 
muffin pans, 
Bake at 400OF. 25to  30 
minutes ,  or unt i l  done. 
Serve warm with margarine. 
Makes 12 muffins. 
Stan Lee and John Romita 
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